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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this thesis is to simulate digitally a

re resentative AC/DC system. This system consists of an AC/DC
co verter connected to a synchronous generator at its terminals as

we 1 as to an infinite bus-bar through a short transmission line.
A roup of filters is also connected at the converter AC bus-bar.
Th various components of the system have been analysed and
re resented mathematically in the direct-phase quantities. This is
be ause the identity of the phase currents must be retained to
de ine the details of the successive commutation processes of the
AC/DC converter.

A digital computer program is used to simulate this AC/nC
sy tern. This program is developed such as to allow the accommodation of

ious configurations of the system. The program has been applied
study the behavior of the different components for various system
angements. From this program, the waveforms of the different

va iables of the system are obtained. These waveforms are
discussed to find out the effects of the generated harmonic currents
of the converter station on the AC system. Particular attention has
be n given to their effects on the behavior of synchronous machines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of using direct current for the transmission of

electrical power has attracted engineers for over half a century.

At that time, in spite of the obvious advantages offered by AC,

so e engineers endowed with a pioneering spirit never forgot the

sa ings in transmission costs resulting from the use of DC. More-

ov r, AC transmission has some limitations which led to the use of

DC transmission in certain projects. In the period from

19 4 to 1974, twelve direct current links have gone into commercial

1 2
op ration in various parts of the world ' From the first of

80 KV, the rated power from 20 to 1440 fvlW and the distance of

smission from 60 to 850 miles (96 to 1370 km). Several other

DC links are now under construction or proposed.

The factor determining the choice of an AC or DC installation

is mainly an economical one. However, in some cases, DC transmission

is the only feasible solution.

The economical comparisons between DC and AC schemes are

b sed mainly on two facts:

(1) DC converter stations cost considerably more than AC

t ansformer stations

(2) For the same transmitted power, a DC line costs less than

an AC line.

us, it is obvious that, beyond a certain length of line, DC trans-

m"ssion becomes less costly than AC. Estimates of the critical

d stances of overhead lines 2,3
range from 310 to 930 miles



(500 to 1500 km). For cables, the critical distance is much

shor er than for overhead lines, lying between 15 and 30 miles

2

(24 nd 48 km) for submarine cables and, perhaps, twice as far

4
According to an economical comparisonfor nderground cables.

en AC and DC schemes for the cross-channel link and denoting the

of AC scheme by 100%, the cost of the DC scheme is 80.7%. The

ctive terminal equipment costs are 21.5% and 49.3% and the

costs of cables and installations are 53.5% and 20.5%.

fut re of HVDC is more like ly to rest on the inherent advantages of

Although such economical comparisons are interesting, the

DC transmission than on the marginal economical benefi ts, which DC

eve t of a fault on one conductor, the other conductor can continue

to perate with ground return during the period required for

fol

smission could provide over AC for a particular scheme. The

nical advantages of the DC transmission can be summarized as

2 3 5
ows ":

(1) The security of a DC transmission is high because, in the

rep iring the fault.

(2) The corona loss of a DC line is considerably less than

tha of the equivalent AC line.

(3) A DC link is asynchronous, thus the power transfer can be

adj sted to any desired value irrespective of the magnitude and

e of the terminal AC voltages (under normal operating conditions).

(4) A DC link can be used for power transfer over national

tiers. This is because it ensures complete independence of

the frequency of the linked AC systems.
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(5) DC cables can be worked at a higher voltage gradient and

there is practically no charging current.

(6) In DC systems, skin effect is completely absent. This

res Its in a more tmiform current distribution in the conductors

and better utilization of the material.

(7) In DC transmission, reduced tower size is used due to the

lower insulation levels and number of conductors used. This is

because a DC line has only two conductors, while three conductors

are used with an AC line.

On the other hand, DC transmission has some disadvantages.

These are:

(1) A DC terminal station is far more complicated than the

equivalent AC transformer station.

(2) Converters generate harmonics and, therefore, filters

to be used.

(3) Both rectifiers and inverters absorb lagging reactive

po These are usually supplied by static capacitors which form

an integral part of the harmonic filters. In some cases, synchron

ous condensers have to be used also. Such filtering and VAR comp

ensation equipment contribute appreciably to the cost of the

converter station.

(4) Voltage transformation has to be carried out on the AC

side.

(5) The lack of HVDC circuit breakers hampers mul titerminal

or etwork operation.
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In HVDC transmission stations, the Ac/nc converter is

c nsidered to be the basic unit. It could be described as the

the whole system. Until recently, all the HVDC systems

i commercial operation have utilized mercury arc valves to perform

t e power conversion functions. The development of these valves

i itially made HVDC transmission possible, but as valves of higher

ltage and current ratings were required, numerous technical and

6
e onomical problems arose. One well-known problem with mercury

a c valves has been the frequency of arc-backs. In this case, the

lve loses its grid control and continues to conduct in both

d rections until the current is interrupted. The frequent arc-

b cks severely stress the valves and the converter transformer and,

it is consequential in nature, it requires the interruption of

t e power transmission. As a result, most major electrical equip-

nt manufacturers throughout the world undertook the development

7-9
The thyristor valvethyristor valves in the mid 1960's.

considered to be a logical contender for the mercury arc valve

r several reasons. First,tllere had been in this period a rapid

owth in the voltage and current ratings of individual thyristors

a d diodes. Secondly, these devices had been extensively and success-

fully applied in industrial applications such as motor drives in

steel mills,nC supplies for aluminum pot lines and other types of

conversion equipment. This success manifested itself in the

reliability and the low operating cost of this equipment.

The biggest difference between the concept of mercury arc and

state valve designs is the fact that, if overstressed, the
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ry arc valve will backfire but can be reconnected to the

m after only a short interruption, i.e. the valve will not be

On the other hand, if a thyristor valve is overstressed

by v ltage or by current, it completely loses its converting prop-

erties. For this reason, thyristor valves must be designed to

be 100% reliable.

At the present time, mercury arc valves show a cost advantage

7-9
ove thyristor valves and exhibit lower losses . However, with

the improvements being made in thyristor technology, ratings and

man facturing techniques, and the optimization of thyristor valve

design, this gap is closing.

In all the existing DC transmission schemes, the 3-phase bridge

connection, Fig. l.la, is used because of its superiority over other

possible connections, e.g. the diametral connection, Fig. l.lb, and

the double star connection,Fig. l.lc.

In fact, the bridge connection offers the minimum voltage stress

acr ss the valve and the best transformer utilization factor of all

the known arrangements. On the other hand, the valve in the bridge

con ection carries the highest current. Since the voltage stresses

are ore troublesome than the current, the bridge connection is

sim ltaneously blocked by making their grids negative for a short

tim In the diametral and double-star connections, Figs. l.lb ;1[1<1

the only effect of blocking the grid is to prevent further1.1

sho circuiting of the other two phases. In the faulty phase,



'Fig. 1.1 Different Valve Arrangements

6

-------------------+

5

(a) Bridge Connection

B'

(b) Diametral Connection

A

6
�--------------._--._--+

(c) Double-Star Connection
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alt mating current will still flow through the faulty valve, the

loa and the neutral. The only remedy for this is to trip the AC

uit breaker. In the bridge connection, there is no possibility

of uch an occurrence once the grid is made negative. This is

bee use there are two valves which are conducting in series with

the load all the time in the bridge connection. So, if one valve

is aulty, the other valve, in most of the cases, is in a good

con ition to block the circuit.

2 3
As mentioned before ',converters generate harmonic voltages

and currents in both the DC and AC sides. In chapter 2 of the

the is, generated harmonics on the AC side and their effects are

bri fly discussed. It is noticed that most of the studies performed

rding the effect of these harmonics are conducted on simple

sys ems, consisting of a converter station connected to an infinite

bus bar 10,11 In practice, AC/DC systems cannot be represented

by uch a simple configuration.

It is the purpose of this thesis to deal with a more general

rep esentation of AC/DC systems. A representative example of

suc a system consists of an AC/DC converter station connected to a

sy chronous machine at its terminals, as well as to an infinite

bus bar through a transmission line. These synchronous machines,

bei g close to the AC/DC converters, are considerably affected

by he generated harmonics. Thus, it is of paramount importance

to nvestigate fully the effects of these harmonics on the behavior

of hese machines.

In the simulation of such a system, the identity of the phase
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ents and voltages must be retained to define the details of

successive commutation processes of converters. and to take

consideration the various harmonics. Therefore, it is

ssary to examine the system behavior in the direct-phase

tities.

In chapter 3,a general analysis and a mathematical representa

suitable for the digital simulation of a bridge-connected

re tifier are given. In addition, the equations of the AC trans

mission line and the filters are also derived.

The derivation of the non-linear differential equations of

sy chronous machines in direct-phase quantities is the main

in of chapter 4. These equations are arranged in such a way

to

gi

the direct use of the machine parameters, which are usually

the d-q-axis quantities.

The solution of the non-linear differential equations of the

system is carried out through the application of the 4thpr

or er Runge-Kutta method. For this, a digital computer program has

be n developed. This program, which is the main subj ect of chapter

5, has been developed in such a way to allow for the study of

va ious system configurations. It can also be used as a subroutine

in a computer program which simulates large power systems.

The developed program is used to perform some studies concern

in the effects of the generated harmonics on the AC system in

ge eral and on the behavior of the synchronous machine in particular.

results of these studies are also reported in chapter s.



2.1 General

sup lied from an infinite bus-bar and is operating under perfect

9

2. GENERATED HARMONICS ON THE AC SIDE

OF AN HVDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

If a 3-phase bridge-connected converter, Fig. 2.1a, is

itions (no firing delay, no conunutating reactance and smooth

DC urrent), its 3-phase currents consist of two equally-spaced

angular pulses per cycle. These pulses are of 1200 duration,

Fig. 2.lb. These currents consist of fundamental frequency

3 16
and harmonic components' . The order of the current harmonics

is given by3

th HVDC current Id are given by:

=
/6

I
U7r d

wh re

n=ks±l

k is an integer

s is the number of pulses, s = 6 for one bridge,

s = 12 for two bridges whose supply

voltages are 300 phase

shifted from each other.

The root mean square values of these components in terms of

I
n

2.1

Taking into account the effect of the firing delay angle and

conunutating reactance, but assuming smooth DC current, the

rent waveform is as shown in Fig. 2.2. This current may be

3
ided into three parts
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A

(
Id

A

vDC
C I
B

1 1

(a)

Current

Id

wt
0

(b)

Fig. 2.1 (a) Bridge Connection
(b) Phase Current for Zero Delay Angle and No

Commutating Reactance

i

o

Fig. 2.2 Rectifier Phase Curreht Taking into Consideration the
Effect of the Firing Delay and the Commutating Reactance
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i = ld
(cosa-coswt)

p [cosa-cos(a+y)]

i = ldq

for a<wt<a+y

( 21T)for (a+y)<wt< a+
3

[cosa-cos(wt- �)] 21T 21T
ir = ld-Id for (y-+-a)<wt«y-+a+y)

[cosa-cos(a+y)]

were

a is the firing delay angle

y is the commutation angle

ld is the DC current

The fundamental component of this current can be given as

l lows 3:

1(1) = 1(1)0 JKl! + Kl;

K = [cos2a-cos2(a+y)]
la

4[cosa-cos(a+y)]

K = 2y+sin2a-sin2(a+y)
lr

4[cosa�cos(a+y)]

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

1(1)0 is the fundamental current with zero delay angle and no

c mmutating reactance and is given by the equation:

2.8

For the practical range of converter operation, Eqn. 2.5 can

b approximated as follows
3

2.9
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Th s the amplitude of the fundamental current component is

pr ctically indenendent of a and y.

However, a and y affect the various harmonic components.

Re erence 3 gives a family of curves which illustrates these

ects on the 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th, 19th, 23rd and 25th

ha monic currents. From these curves, the following can be

(i) As y increases, the magnitudes of the harmonics decrease.

magnitude of the higher order harmonics decrease more rapidly

n those of lower orders.

(ii) The rate of reduction of the magnitudes of the harmonics

as y increases up to a certain limit.

(iii) Each harmonic magnitude decreases to a minimum at an angle
o

y 360/n, and then rises slightly thereafter.

(iv) With a constant angle y, the changes in the magnitudes

of the various harmonics for different values of a are small.

(v) For a constant DC current, when the angle a is increased,

th angle y is reduced. In this case, the harmonics tend to

in rease and approach the highest values at y = O. In no case,however,

magnitudes of the harmonics shall exceed the values given by:

161
nn d

2.10I
(n) 0

wh re

I is the nth order harmonic current with zero delay angle(n ) 0

and no commutating reactance.



These harmonics, which are generated in the AC system when the

con erter is operating with balanced voltages at its terminals

and with synnnetrical firing of the valves, are called the

cha�acteristic or the normal harmonics
IS

In practice, no

sUPIly

13

is balanced and the control equipment perform within

fin te tolerance limits. These result in an inherent firing

17
unbilance and these imperfect conditions cause the converter

to �enerate harmonics which are uncharacteristic to its theoretical

behlvior under normal balanced conditions
18

A brief summary of the different types of unbalanced conditions

and their general effects on the generation of the harmonics is given

in he following table:

Ur balanced Condition

...---1-------'-----.--------------..--- ..------------.

Harmonics generated

�, -----------�--,--,-.-----,---_ .... "--- ..--,-,-------.-�-.-�----.

Ur balanced terminal

vcltages

Ur symmetrical firing

Nen-sinusoidal
tErminal voltages

Causes

System faults, untrans

posed lines, unsymmetri
cal loading of phases

Tolerances, effect of
system voltage
harmonics

Inherent property of

large power system due
to imperfections of the

equipment of the system

All odd harmonics

including the

triplen

All harmonics (ie.
both odd and even

harmonics)and also a

a DC component

Same as the second
case
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These "uncharacteristic" harmonics which are usually

n t provided for in the design of the system, affect it adversely

17-24
a d interfere with its working

2 2 Effects of Harmonics on the AC System

The general effects of current harmonics on AC systems

3 18 23 28
a e well documented' , ,

. They are briefly discussed here

w th reference to HVDC systems.

2 2 1 Eff i hi 23,26-28
. • ects on rotat ng mac nes

Any harmonic current flowing in the stator winding of

a rotating machine increases the temperature rise of the stator

. 29
w nding and the surrounding parts • Also, these harmonics

c n establish pairs of magnetomotive forces rotating in

o posite directions, which produce rotating elliptical magnetic

30
elds . These fields induce eddy currents flowing in the

of the rotor. Moreover, high frequncy currents will

induced in the rotor windings. The flow of these currents

both the rotor surface and windings increases the rotor

ating.

Due to the flow of these harmonic currents, a synchronous

chine will develop an electric torque which is not constant.

high order harmonics. These high frequency

c mponents give rise to pulsating torques and thus to

ibrations.
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2.2.2
31-33

Effects on transformers

The flow of the current harmonics in the transformer windings

i creases the copper loss of the winding. Also, it results in an

e dy current heating in the ferromagnetic structure of the

t ansformer as well as the windings. The hysteresis loss will

increased. Due to the commutation voltage surges of converters,

t is also a possibility of insulation breakdown.

3
2.2.3 Interference with communication systems

Harmonic currents in the AC system result in an unacceptable

i terference with communication circuits and cause disturbances

i them. These disturbances may be through the medium of either

e ectromagnetic or electric induction. The communication systems

y be classified readily into:

(i) Telephone circuits

(ii) Telegraph circuits

Telegraph circuits usually carry currents whose main

have frequencies of less than 300 Hz, and hence they

t nd to be affected only by the fundamental frequency and lower

o der harmonics. Telephone circuits, on the other hand, carry

c rrents of frequencies in the audio range lying between 100 Hz

Telephone circuits are, thus, the most sensetive to

o tside interference from power lines since their small currents

a e directly representative of speech and induced harmonics may

render it unintelligible.
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For estimating the interference of the harmonics with

elephone circuits, the C.C.1.T.T. (International Telegraph and

elephone Consultive Committee) Directives defines a quantity

aIled the psophometric voltage given by:

v = hew V)2
ps n n

2.11

here

V is the interfering voltage of frequency n

n

W is the psophometric weight at frequency n and which can

n

be measured directly with suitable instruments.

owever,different countries have different standerds in this

espect.

2.2.4
20

Interference· with ripple control systems

Some electric power utilities sell electric energy at

especially low rates for off�peak boads, such as water heaters.

The periods, during which such loads can be connected, are

controlled by transmitting audio frequency tones in the range

of 290 to 1650 Hz from substations over the power distribution

circuits to customers' premises. These signals will control

contactors in series with such loads. Similar control is also

used for street lighting. The receiving devices for the control

signals are broadly tuned and can accept harmonics from high

power converters, which may cause undesired operation of the

contactors or prevent desired ones. Such malfunction may ,however ,

be avoided by decreasing the susceptibility of the ripple control

system to harmonics.
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2.2.5
34

Hamonic voltages in the system

The harmonic currents generated by a converter cause harmonic

!tages to appear in the system. These voltages distort the

ltage waveform. This distortion may be unacceptable above a

ertain level.

2.2.6
34

Overvoltages from resonance

If there is a large shunt capacitor bank in the power system,

here is a possibility of a parallel resonance between it and the

19
est of the system at a harmonic frequency • The order of the

armonic n,at which resonance may occur, is given by:

2.12

here

Q is the short-circuit power of the power system at a point
s

where the capacitor bank is connected.

Q is the rating of the capacitor bank.
c

Troubles from such a resonance occur most likely at a frequency

lose to a harmonic frequency, for which no filter is provided.

uch resonance could have several undesirable effects:

(a) overheating of the capacitor banks

(b) overvoltage of the capacitor bank

2.2.7 Harmonic instability

Due to the various harmonic voltages, the voltages at the

converter transformer terminals will not be sinusoidal. As a

result, the AC timing voltages of the control system will be

unequally spaced and distorted. This causes unequally spaced
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firing of valves which� in turn� generates uncharacteristic AC

c rrent harmonics. These current harmonics reinforce the existing

o es causing magnification of the harmonic magnitudes. This

2.3 Methods of Reducing Harmonics

2.3.1 Increased pulse number "s"

If two similar valve groups are connected in parallel on the

t ansformer primary side and in series on the DC side� Fig. 2.3�

a d if the transformers have a relative phase shift of 30o� 12 pulse

o eration is obtained. This means that ripple voltage on the DC

12 equal pulses per fundamental frequency cycle. On the

A side� the harmonic currents of order ll� l3� 23� 25 ..... of both

c nverters are in phase and add together. On the other hand� the

h rmonic currents of order 5� 7� l7� 19 ..... are in antiphase and

c ncel each other.

In low voltage high current rectifiers� high pulse numbers

h sometimes been used varying from 24 to 108. This method of

r ducing harmonics is very effective as long as all valves are in

s rvice� but it requires complicated transformer connections. Ln

gh voltage, high current converters for DC transmission, problems

insulation of the converter transformers to withstand the high

voltages in combination with the high DC voltage dictate simple

ansformer connections. A pulse number of 12 is easily obtained

th simple connections of two six-pulse valve groups as mentioned

fore. Twenty-four pulses can be obtained with four six-pulse



Fig 2.3 Two Valve Groups Connected in Paralle 1 on the AC Sideand in Series on the DC Side

19
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va ve groups by use of a phase-shifting transformer bank in con-

ction with two l2-pulse converters. In this case. the required
se shift is 15°. Operation with 48 pulses could be obtained

m eight bridges by providing 7.5° phase shift between the

tages of the adjacent transformers. Even though the pulse
n ber may be doubled. e.g. from 12 to 24. the system is still not

igned to accept the harmonics of the twelve-phase operation if

it has to operate with only one bridge under emergency conditions.

The extra expenses involved in increasing the pulse number

mu be weighed against that involved in other methods of reducing
ha

th

With regard to HVDC plants, it is Lamm's opinion and also

f th S
.

t
. 36

th I t ill 1 b t hillo e OV1e eng1neers • at w a ways e ec n ca y

an -economically prohibitive to increase the pulse number beyond
tw 1ve, and that other methods must be adopted to reduce harmonics.

2.3.2 Using harmonic filters

The necessary reduction in the harmonics on the AC side of a

-beyond that accomplished by the increase of pulse
, 2 3 37er- is usually achieved by the use of f1lters ., . In

cases, filters are also needed on the DC side.

In addition to the AC harmonic filters at the converter

ion. such filters could also be placed at any point of the

em,where harmonic interference with telephone lines is not

ptable. This is seldom done because it is usually cheaper to

mod fy or relocate the telephone line.
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AC filters serve to supply a part of the reactive power

ed at fundamental frequency in addition to the reduction of the

onics. Thus, the cost of the filter capacitors can be charged

to he cost of the equipment needed to supply the reactive power.

In his case, the part of the cost of filters chargeable to the

for reducing the harmonics is almost equal to the cost of the

filter inductor only. The capital cost of AC filters is in the

ra e of 5 to 15% of the cost of the converter station2,22.

This is high enough to justify careful design from the standpoint

.of economy as well as adequacy. The cost of the losses in the

filter elements is another factor which should also be taken into

co sideration.

2.3.3 Using synchronous capacitors or generators

It was considered technically feasible2 to operate without

AC filters and to absorb the harmonic currents from the converter

in the synchronous generators near its terminals. It would, how-

ev r, be necessary to have low reactance generators and transformers

in this case. Converters without filters have been used at

2
Vo gograd U.S.S.R. . Among the advantages claimed is that the

pr vision of ample damper windings on the generators would cost

Ie s than the provision of AC harmonic filters. In this particular

ca e, the generators are isolated from the rest of the AC system

an , so, they are allowed to vary in speed with no concern about

th de-tuning of the filters.
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37 38
Studies of this possibility on the Nelson River project

'

sho ed, however, that filtering was more economical than building

the generators to carry the harmonic currents continuously. An

add tional complication was that, because the project would be

bui t in stages, the addition of the generators will be done

als in stages. Thus, there is no assurance that the harmonics

wou d divide among all these generators in any definite ratio without

put ing undue restrictions on the design of the future generators,

AC ines, etc. Hence, it appears that the choice between using

fil ers or specially designed synchronous machines is a matter

whi h is dependent on the nature of the project itself.

2.4 Classifications of AC Harmonic Filters

The AC filters of converter stations may be classified

acc rding to their location, their manner of connection to the

mai circuit, their sharpness of tuning, the number of their

res nant frequencies and their method of tuning.

2.4.1 Filter location

Filters on the AC side may be connected either on the primary

of the converter transformer or to the tertiary

ing if one is provided for this purpose.

Since the tertiary winding, if provided, has a lower voltage

the primary winding, the filters in this case are insulated

lower power-frequency and surge voltages and, therefore, cost

The tertiary winding, however, adds to the cost of the

sformer. This winding usually has a high leakage reactance,
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whi h inherently forms a common branch in series with all the shunt

fil ers. This complicates the computation of the possible resonance

bet een the filters and the AC network.

2.2.4 Filter connection

In this respect, filters can be classified into:

(a) Series, high impedance filters by which harmonics are

imp ded in passing from the converter to the power network or line.

(b) Shunt, low impedance filters in which harmonics are

rted.

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the first two kinds. Each is a dual of

the other.

The series filter must carry the full current of the main

uit and must be insulated throughout for the full voltage to

nd. On the other hand, the shunt filter can be grounded at one

and carries the harmonic current for which it is tuned plus a

fu damental current much smaller than that of the main circuit.

He ce, a shunt filter is much cheaper than a series filter of

eq al effectiveness. At fundamental frequency, a shunt filter

su plies reactiv.e power while the series cue consumes it. For

th reasons, shunt filters are used exclusively on the AC side.

2.4.3 Sharpness of tuning of filters2,l6

In this respect, two kinds of filters are used:

(a) Tuned filters (high Q filter), which are sharply

tu ed to one or two of the lower harmonic frequencies, e.g. the

fi th and the seventh.
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(a)

I I

� �
(b)

Fig. 2.-4 (a) Series Filter

(b) Shunt Filter
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(b) Damped filters (low Q filters), which offer a low

over a broad band of frequencies embracing. for

As a filter goes off tune, the impedance of the arm is given

pproximately(o«l) by2,l6:

xample, the seventeenth and higher harmonics. Th*.e filters are

alled sometimes high-pass filters.

Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 show typical circuit diagrams of these

2.4.4 The number of resonant frequencies of filters

Filters may be single tuned, double tuned, triple tuned

tc. These filters can be designed using the single tuned

ilters. For example, the double tuned filter can be obtained

y finding an equivalent filter to two resonant arms, and so on

or other types.

2.4.5 Methods of tuning

1. Fixed tuned harmonic filter39
Such a filter consists of few arms sharply tuned to the

ominant harmonic frequencies. Each tuned arm consists of a

apacitor "e", reactor "L" and resistor "R" connected in series.

filter arm can go off tune due to the variation of the

emperature of its components and/or due to the changes in the

ystem frequency.

Zf = R(l + jQ2o).

here

1Q is the quality factor (=
w OR )
o

2.13
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Fig. 2.5 Single Tuned Shunt Filter

(a) Circuit
(b) Impedance Versus Frequency Characteristic

L

2R

I zl

R

-----

o�------------------------_

(a) (b)

f

Fi�, 2.6 Second Order Damped Shunt Filter

(a) Circuit
(b) Impedance Versus Frequency Characteristic
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a is the per unit frequency rleviation from the tuned frequency
(ll-W

o
f due to all causes ( a = ----)
o w

o

1
=

vLc
2.14W

o
= Zn f

o

Fig. 2.7 shows three curves of filter impedance IZfl versus

fr quency deviation a. Curves A and B are for the same R, and,

th refore, they have the same minimum impedance. Curves B and C

ar for the same X and, so, they have the same asymptotes liD"
0

(c rresponding to R=O). The equation of the asymptotes is

Curves A and Care for the same "Q"; they have,

th s, the same passband "pB".

Theoretically a high value of "Q" is required so that the

fi ter will be sharply tuned to the designed harmonic frequency

an the filter losses will be low. However, if "Q" is high, the

pe centage de-tuning "a" should be very small in order to keep the

im edance very low and near to the value "R" (Eqn. 2.13). As

sh wn from curve A (with high "Q"), Fig. 2.7, any small increase

in "a" will noticeably increase the value of IIZf". Therefore, in

pr ctice, a compromise should be made in choosing "Q". The value

of "Q" should be so chosen that the filter losses will be low and,

at the same time, that any possible de-tuning will not change the

fi ter impedance too much from its value at the harmonic frequency.

2. Self-tuned harmonic filter39

Filter arms can be maintained in tune by adjustment of



Fig. 2. Impedance of Tuned Filter as Function of Frequency Deviation.
Curve D consists of the Asymptotes of Curves B and C.
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the apacitor or, more usually, the inductor. This can result in

a value of "a" which is theoretically zero or, in practice, very

small. This means that a high value of'�'can be used. The conse-

quent low value of resistance "R" means low loss and high filtering

efficiency. Moreover, a capacitor of a kind that has a high

te erature coefficient of capacitance but also has a high reactive

29

r rating per unit of volume and per unit of cost may be used.

The additional cost of providing the inductor variation can be

ified by savings in the capacitor cost and by the improved

ormance. Moreover, when a low reactive power is required,

large and the passband will be small. This results

in hat the impedance will be high over a frequency band bounded

by he maximum deviation. Therefore, it is preferable to use a

-tuned filter in this case.

It should,also,be noted that a self-tuned filter may offer

no ost advantage when the possible de-tuning is small, or when

required fundamental frequency reactive power of filter arm

In this latter case, "X " is small and the passband is
o

e. Thus, the value of the impedance wi 11 be low over a wide

e of frequency.



is u ed in all the exis t i.ng HVDC schemes. Therefore, in this

chap er, a detailed analysis for this valve arrangement is carried

out. The bridge operation is mathematically represented by a

grou of 1st order general differential equations, which is

appl cable to any conduction condition. The solution of these

equa ions is obtained point by point to give the instantaneous

s of the various quantities. This method of solution permits

the tudy of the bridge circuit performance with any voltage wave

shap applied to its terminals.

3.2 Mathematical Representation of the Bridge Circuit

Fig. 3.1 shows the bridge connection where:

TIl' T21, T31, T12, T22, T32 are the valves of the bridge.

In the operation of this 3-phase bridge-connected r-ec i.t i fers

r two or three valves are conducting simultaneously 2,3

fore, twelve different modes of operation exist per cycle as

in Fig. 3.2. These possible modes of conduction are

trated in Fig. 3.3.

Each mode of these twelve cases can be represented mathemati

by its own differential equations. However, it is possible

to present them mathematically by general equations, since these

twelve cases can, in fact, be divided into two main cases. As

mentioned before, one case is when two valves are conducting, while

30

3. DIGITAL SIMULATION OF AN AC/DC

CONVERTER STATION

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 1, the 3-phase bridge connection



Fig. 3.1 Bridge-Connected Rectifier

1800
.
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\ 5 6 '7 8.

wt

wt

Fig. 3.2 pifferent modes of operation of the bridge connection during
one cycle
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R L
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�
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T22

(a) Case 1 : TIl' T22
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i1 T11
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T22
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T32

(b) Case 2: T11, T22-T32
R L

T11
vI
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(c) Case 3: TIl' T32
R L
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R L

(e) Case 5: T21, T32

R L

-

T21 iDC

vDC-r

T12 T
32

(f) Case 6: T21, T32-T 12

R L

-...

il T21 iDC
vI

vDC-rv2

T
12

(g) Case 7: T21, T12
R L

vI
il T21

vDC-rv2
v3

i3
T12

(h) Case 8: T '- T31, T1221



Fig. .3 Different Modes of Conduction of the Bridge-Connected Rectifier
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the ther is when three valves are conducting. These general

equa ions can be applied to all modes by simply defining the

cting valves in each case.

In order to obtain such general equations, the following two

case of operation are considered:

(a) Case 1: Valves TIl and T22 are conducting simultaneously

The mathematical equations representing this case can

be witten as follows:

3.1i =-i
2 1

3.2

3.3

Subs ituting Eqna. 3.1 & 3.2 in Eqn. 3.3, it follows:

Thus,

3.4

3.5

The C voltage at the sending end of the DC transmission line can

tained from the following equation:

3.6

Eqns. 3.1,3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 represent this case.

(b) Case 2: Valve TIl is conducting with both valves T22
and T32
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In this case the equations are:

i1 = -(i +i )2 3

Eq 1.:l. 3. 7 gi yes

i = -(i +i )3 1 2

Sub ituting Eqn. 3.12 in Eqn. 3.10,

di? di1 di2
v2-v3 = R2i2 + L -� + R3il + R3i2 + L3 dt + L3 Cit2 dt

The efore,

Eqn 3.9 gives

3.7

3.8

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14
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Subs tituting Eqn. 3.15 in Eqn. 3.14

di2 (v2-v 3) (R2+1<3)
i2

R3
i

CIt
=

(L:t L3) (L2+L3) (L2+L3) 1

L3 (v1-v2) (1<1 +R) .

1

(L2+L3) (L1+L)
-

(L1+L)11
-

(L1+L)
v
DC-r

R2 L2 di2
+

(L1+L) i2 +

(L1+L) CIt]

Ll+L Ll+L
-v,+(l+ --)v -( --) v3 + vDC_r-{(R1+R)� L3 2 L3

3.16

3.17

3.18

3.19
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dL,
Subs ituting the value of dt� from Eqn. 3.19 in Eqn , 3.10,

therefore,

di3 v3 vI � R3 1 1

<It
-

r:-
_.::.. +

L i2 L i3 + -

(LI+L) [2L3 L3.) 3 3
{ (L1+L)+L2+ L

}
3

3.20

The efore, for case 2 where valve TIl is conducting with both valves

T
22

and T
32'

the di fferentia1 equations representing the case are

as follows:

di2 Ll+L Ll+L
-dt

- [-v +v (1+ --)-v ( _- )+vDC_r-i?{(R1+R)1 2 L3 3 L3 -

3.22
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3.23

dil di2 di3
dt

= -

dt
-

dt
3.24

3.25

3.2.1 General equations representing the bridge operation

Eqns. 3.5, 3.22 and 3.23 can be written in an alternative,

general form which can be applied to any conduction condition

o the bridge rectifier circuit as follows:

die Ld+L Ld+L m

dt
= l-vd+ve (1+ -L- K) -v

g -L-
K- (-1) vDC-r

g g

Re (Ld+L)
-'ie {(Rd+R)+�e+ L K}-ig {(Rd+R)

g

R (Ld+L) (Ld+L)L
-

g
L }K]!I (Ld+L)+Le+ L

e
K]

g g

3.26

were,

subscripts e, d and g are for any of the three phases 1, 2 and 3.

K and m are constants.
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R , Rd, Rand L , Ld, L are the transformer resistances and
e g e g

inductances respectively.

Eq . 3.24 may also be generalized as follows:

di
e

- ---

dt

di
K _.a
dt

3.27

By varying subscripts e, d and g and the values K and m according

to the conduction condition, Eqns. 3.26 and 3.27 can be applied to

an of the twelve modes of operation. To achieve this, the following

ru es are obtained empirically:

(i) If three valves are conducting as in Figs. 3.3b, 3.3d,

3. f, 3.3h, 3.3j and 3.32, then K = 1; otherwise K = O.

m

(ii) If two "pper valves are conducting simultaneously, then

2; otherwise m = 1.

(iii) Suffix d always represents the phase number of a current

t can be divided into the two other phases. It also represents

phase number having positive phase current with respect to

positive direction of iDe when there are only two conducting

ses.

(iv) If a phase is non-conducting the derivative of its

rent is zero.

Application of these rules to the twelve modes of operation

es the following:
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ase 1 : Valves Tll and T22 are firing

e = 2 d = 1 g = 6-d-e = 3 K = 0 m = 1

il -i iDe
di3

0= = -=

2 dt

ase 2: Valves Tll and T22-T32 are firing

e = 2 d = 1 g = 3 K= 1 m = 1

e = 3 d = 1 g = 2 ,K = 1 m = 1

ase 3: Valves TIl and T32 are firing

K = 0 m = 1e = 3 d = 1 g = 2

il -i iDe
di2

0= =

dt
=

3

ase 4: Valves Tll-T21 and T32 are firing

K = 1 m = 2d = 3e = 1 g = 2

g = 1 K = 1 m = 2e = 2 d = 3

ase 5: Valves T21 and T32 are firing

e = 3 d = 2 g = 1 K = 0 m = 1

i2 -i iDe
dil

0= = -=

3 dt
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e se 6: Valves T2l and TS2-T12 are firing

d = 2 K = 1e = 3 g = 1

g = 3 K = 1

rn = 1

d = 2e = 1 rn = 1

m = 1

m = 2

m = 2

e = 1 d = 3 g = 2 K = 0 rn = 1

i3 = -i = iDe di2
01

dt
=

e se 10: Valves T31 and T12-T22 are firing

e = 1 d = 3 g = 2 K = 1 rn = 1

e = 2 d = 3 g = 1 K = 1 m = 1

i3 = - (i 1+i2) = iDe dis di1 di2
-= -( dt

+
dt )dt

e se 7: Valves T21 and Tl2 are firing

d = 2e = 1 g = 3 K = 1

di3
-= 0
dt

e se 8: Valves T2l-T31 and Tl2 are firing

d = 1e = 2 K = 1g = S

g = 2 K = 1d = 1e = 3

e se 9: Valves TSI and T12 are firing
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C se 11: Valves 131 and T22 are firing

e = 2 d = 3 g = 1 K = 0 m = 1

di1
0i3 = -i2 = iDC dt

=

C se 12: Valves T31-T11 and T22 are firing

d = 2 g = 1 K = 1 m = 2e = 3

d = 2 g = 3 K = 1 m = 2e = 1

For all the twelve modes of operation, the value of the DC

c rrent and its derivative can be generalized in the form:

i = (_1)m+1 .

DC ].d 3.28

d' di

:�C = (_l)m+l dt
d 3.29

Iso, the DC terminal voltage of the rectifier can be obtained

rom the equation:

3.30

.3 Mathematical Representation of a Short Transmission Line

Converter stations are usually connected to large AC systems

hrough transmission lines. In the system under investigation in

his thesis, a short transmission line, Fig. 3.4, is assumed to

onnect the AC/DC converter station to an infinite bus-bar. If

he transmission line is very short, it is found (appendix A) that

't can be represented by an equivalent resistance "R " and an
e
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v

R L

I��--------��SS-l-.o-n-----+--��·c�o�nv-e-rter
LineInfinite

Bus-Bar

Fig. 3.4 Representation of the Short Transmission Line

V

Transmission Line
I I Converter
T ree

IpL

IpLsl IpL7 ! IpLll !
ftS Rn7 Rf9.,ll

Fig. 3.5 Representation of Sth , 7th and 11th order

Harmonic Filters
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4S

equi alent inductance "L ". In such cases accurate results can be
e

obta ned even under the effect of the harmonics existing in the

stem due to the DC transmission.

In the matri� notation, the voltage at the converter bus-bar

can e obtained from the following relation:

Iv] [v
t

= v v3J1 2

[VA] = Iv vb v Jt
a c

[RE J :: diag[R R R J
e e e

[LE] = diag[L L L
e e e

[IT] = [itl i
.

J
t

t2 1t 3

3.4 Mathematical Model of Filters

It has been mentioned in chapter 2 that filters can be used

to educe harmonic currents and voltages in the AC system. They

are R-L-C circuits which are designed to provide a low impedance

pat for harmonic currents at harmonic frequencies. In the system

r investigation, a group of Sth, 7th and 11th order harmonic

1 1 RFLS
[----J[V]-[----J[V ]-[----] [IFLSJLFLS LFLS CS LFLS 3.32

fil ers are connected at the converter AC terminals as shown in

Fig. 3.S. The differential equations of these filters are:

1

[CFLS][ IFLSJ
3.33
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1 1. RFL7
= [-L-JIV]-I-r-JIVC7]-I"L-JIIFL7JFL7 FL7 FL7

1

p[VCll ] = [e J [IFLll]
FLl1

w ere

1 1 1 1
[-J = diag [--

Lf.ts
--]LFLs Lfts Lf.ts

[__1 ]
1 1 1

= diag [-
Ln7
--]LpL7 Ln7 Ln7

[
1

] = diag [1 1 1
)LpLll Lf.tl1 Lf.tll Lf.tl1

I�LsJ diag
Rns Rns RfR.s

= [-- -JLFLs Lns Lf.ts Lns

R RfR,7 Rf.t7 Rf.t 7[ FL7] = diag 1-·-
Lnt

-.-JLpL7 Ln7 Lf.t 7

R IRfUl RfR,11 RfH1J[ FLUJ = diagLFLll LfUl Lftl1 Lf.tll

II] di [__1_ 1
__I_J-- = 1ag .

--

epLs eftS eftS eftS

3.34

3.35

3.36

3.37
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[ 1] [__
1 1

__1]-- = diag --

CFL7 Cf�7 Cf�7 Cf�7

[
1

]
CpLll

= diag IC
1 1 1]
fH1 CfU1 CfU1

IIpL7] [in 1 in 2
. ]t= In 3

7 7 7

[IFLU] Ii i
.

]
t

= lfR. 3HIll fR,112 11

[Vcs] rVe 1
t

= ve 2 ve 3]
5 5 5

IvC7] I ve 1
t

= ve 2 ve 3J
"7 7 7

[VCll] Iv 1
t

= V ve 3Jell ell2 11
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4. THE MATHH1ATICAL REPRESENTATION OF

SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES IN DIRECT-PHASE •

QUANTiTtES

4.1 General

In synchronous machines, all the mutual-inductances between

the stator and rotor circuits are periodic functions of the rotor

ang lar position. In addition, because of the rotor saliency, the

sel -inductances of the stator phases and the mutual-inductances

bet\ een any two stator phases are also periodic functions of the

rot r angular position. As a result, the characteristics of

syn hronous machines are expressed by a series of differential

equ tions, most of whose coefficients are periodic functions of

the rotor position. Such nonlinear equations are quite difficult

to olve. For the cases of balanced conditions, the two-reaction

the ry
40, 41

was introduced to overcome this difficulty. This

the ry replaces the three phases of the armature winding by two

valent fictitious windings, which are stationary with respect

to he rotor. The first of these windings is attached to the

pol -axis (direct-axis), while the other is attached to the inter-

pol -axis (quadrature-axis). In Fig. 4.1, these two windings are

. 40-42
This d-q-axls modelted by "d" and "q" respectively.

ds differential equations with constant coefficients. These

tions are linear provided that the speed is assumed to be constant.

the speed variation is taken into account, they become

nonlinear.

If the synchronous machine is connected to a rectifier load,
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q-AXIS

•

It

Ie

Fig. 4.1 Diagram of an Idealised Synchronous Machine
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will be necessary to examine the machine behavior in direct ...

ase quantities
44 This is because the identity of the phase

rrents must be retained in order to define the details of the

s ccessive commutation processes. Moreover, with this type of

loading. the voltages at the machine terminals are not sinusoidal

flow of the harmonic currents. A d-q-axis model, in

does not offer any significant advantage over a direct

-phase model, especially if the speed variation is taken into

consideration. Thus. it is more convenient for these types of

studies to carry out the analysis in direct-phase quantities .

. 2 The Mathematical Model of 3-Phase Synchronous Machines in

Direct-Phase Quantities

In developing the performance equations of synchronous
40,41.the following assumptions are usually made

(1) Saturation, hysteresis and eddy currentsin all magnetic

ircuits are neglected.

(2) Each machine. winding produces a sinusoidally space

istributed magnetomotive force.

(3) The rotor magnetic and electric circuits are symmetrical

bout both the d- and q-axis. Hence, the flux in one axis will

interlink with the windings on the other axis. In other words,

mutual inductances between the rotor windings on both. axes

zero.

(4) The. stator slots cause no appreciable variation of any

the rotor inductances with the rotor position.

(5) The damper winding, if it exists, is replaced by two
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equ'valent damper circuits; one on the direct-axis and the other

on he quadrature-axis.

Based on thqse assumptions, the performance of a synchronous

ine may now be described by the following equations. In them,

the convention adopted for the signs of voltages and currents are

v is the impressed voltage at the terminals and that the

ction of positive current i corresponds to generation. The

of the current in the damper winding is taken positive when

it lows in a direction similar to that of a positive field

[1ji] = [LJ[I] 4.1

cur ent.

4.2.1 Flux linkage equations

Using the generator notation, the flux linkage equations in

the machine currents and inductances can be written inte

trix form as follows:

[1ji] = [1/1 Wb 'fic Wfd �\d I ]t
a liJkq

[I ] [ i ib i ifd ikd
.

]
t

=

lkqa c



[L] =

4.2.2
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-L -Lab -L Lafd Lakd L
aa ac akq

-L -lob -L Iofd Iokd Iokqba be

-L -Lcb -L L
cfd LCkd L

ca cc ckq

-Lfda -Lfdb -Lfdc Lffd Lfdkd Lfdkq

-Lkda -�db -�dc Lkdfd Lkkd Lkdkq
,

-L -Lkqb -L �qfd Lkqkd Lkkqkqa kqc

4.2

. 40,41
Inductance equatIons

Most of the inductances in Eqn. 4.2 are not constant but are

ctions of the rotor position e, which is the angle between the

4.1.

of the rotor and the axis of phase a as shown in

(a) Stator self-inductances

The relUctance of the magnetic circuit of a synchronous

machine at any section in the air-gap depends on the position of

t e pole structure. As iron has a very high permeability compared

ith air, the permeance of the magnetic circuit of any stator

p ase varies from a maximum (when its axis coincides with the

irect-axis of the rotor) to a minimum (when its axis coincides

ith the quadrature-axis).· This variation can be represented by

Fourier series expansion which contains even harmonics. Consider-

g only the zero and the second order harmonic tenns of this

s ries, the self-inductance of the stator phases can then be

e pressed as follows:
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L = L + L cos 28
aa aao aa2

lob = L + L cos (28 + 120) 4.3
aao aa2

L L + L
aa2

cos (28 - 120)
cc aao

A the leakage flux of any stator phase is independent of the

r tor position, it is usually included in the constant L .

aao

(b) Stator mutual-inductances

The mutual-inductance between any two stator phases

periodically from a maximum (when the quadrature-axis is

m dway between the axes of the two phases) to a minimum (when the

adrature-axis is 900 electrical from the max,imum position).

ese mutual inductances can be expressed by:

Lab = � = -.[L b
+ �b2 cos (28 + 60) ]

a a 0

Lbc = Lcb = -[L + �b2 cos (26 - 180) ] 4.4
abo

L = L = ..; [Labo + �b2 cos (26 + 300) ]
ca ac

analysis shows that the difference between the

ximum and the average values of the self-inductance is the

40
5 e as that of the mutual inductance ,i. e.

4.5

I has also been found that, apart from the leakage inductance,

t e average value of the self-inductance of a stator phase is

uble the average value of the mutual-inductance between any

t 0 stator phases. This can be expressed as follows:
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L - L = 2L
aao .t abo

4.6

(c) Mutual-inductances between stator an.d rotor circuits

The mutual-inductances between the stator and rotor

are maximum when the axis of the corresponding rotor

wOnding coincides with the axis of the corresponding stator

It is zero when these two axes are �lectrical1y perpen ..

After 1800 from the maximum posi tion, the mutual

i ductance will be again maximum but negative. The variation is

Such a sinusoidal variation. of the mutual inductances

field winding and the phase windings results in the

voltage, which is usually obtained in

s nchronous machines.

The mutual inductances between the field winding and the

ature windings can thus be written as follows:

4.7�fd = Lfdb = La£do cos (6 - 120)

Lcfd = Lfdc = Lafdo cos (6 - 240)

Similarly, the mutual inductances between the equivalent damper

inding in the d-axis and the armature windings are:

Lakd = Lkda = Lakdo cos 6

4.8�kd = �db = Lakdo cos (6 - 120)

LCkd = Lkdc = Lakdo cos (6 - 240)

Iso, the mutual inductances between the equivalent damper winding
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i the q-axis and the armature windings are given by the following:

Lakq = L = -L sin 9
kqa akqo

4.9�kq = Lkqb = -Lakqo sin (9 - 120)

L = L = - L sin (9 - 240)ckq kqc akqo

(d) Rotor self-inductances

All inductances of the rotor circuits, i.e. Lffd, Lkkd
d Lkkq do not depend on the rotor position and so they are

onsidered constant.

(e) Rotor mutual- inductances

As there is no flux interlinkage between the windings on

he d- and the q-axes, then:

Lfdkq = �qfd = �dkq = �qkd = 0 4.10

The mutual inductance between the field winding and the

quivalent damper winding in the d-axis Lfdkd is independent of

rotor position, i.e. it is constant.

4.2.3 Inductance matrix

Utilizing these inductance relations given in section 4.2.2,

he inductance matrix can be written as follows:



[L] =

-L - L
b

+ L
b

+ Lafdocose L
kd

cose -L
k

sine
aao a 0 a 0 a o· a qo

L 2cos28 L 2cos2(6+30) L 2cos2(6+150)aa aa aa

L
b

+ ':'L - L
b

+ Lafdocos (8-120) Lakdocos (8'- 120) -L
k sin(6.,.120)

a 0 aao a 0 a qo

L 2cos2(8+30) L 2cos2 (a-120) L ?cos2 (a-90)aa aa aaz

L
b

+ L
b

+ -L - Lafdocos (a-240) LakdocOS(8-240) -L
k sin(a-240)

a 0 a 0 aao a qo

Laa2cos2 (8+ 150) L 2cos2(8-90) Laa2COs2(6-240)aa

-LafdocOS8 -LafdoCOS(8-120) -Lafdoc05 (a-240) Lffd Lfdkd 0

- L
akdoC.05

8 -LakdoC05(8-120) -LakdoCOS(6-240) Lfdkd Lkkd 0

Lakqosina L
k

sin (6-120) Lakqosin(6-240) 0 0 �kqa qo

(.n
0\

4.11



in matrix notation form as follows:

[V] = p[tV] - [R)[I]

whe e

[V] [vI
t

v2 v3 vfd vkd vkq]
[R] d Lag [R R R -Rfd -�d -�q]a a a

4.2.5 Torque equations
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4.2.4 Voltage equations

The voltage equations of the synchronous machine are given

4.12

} 4.13

If the instantaneous electric torque of the synchronous

instant, the mechanical torque is equal to the electrical

mac ine differs from the prime-mover torque, its speed will vary.

At

ue plus the accelerating torque. If P is the mechanical
m

input and p8m is the speed, the mechanical torque TMis
by:

PM
T =
M p8

m

4.14

The equation of motion can be expressed as:

4.15

The electrical torque TE is given in terms of the armature

phase quantities as follows40:

TE ..1:. {tV (i -i ) + tVb (i -i ) + tV (i -ib)}. n/3 abc ca ca P
4.16
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4.3 The d-q Mode 1 of the Synchronous Machine

40-42
Applying the d-q transformation to Eqns. 4.1, 4.12 and

4.1 , the following equations are obtained.

Flux linkage equations

-L 0 L L 0
d afdo akdo

0 -L 0 0 L
q akqo

3
Lffd- - L 0 Lfdkd 0

2 afdo

3
Lkdfd- - L 0 Lkkd 0

2 akdo

3
0 - - L 0 0 �kq2 akqo

:::

Ld ::: L + L
b

+ l L L£. + Ladaao a 0 2 aa2

L L + L - l L

.

L + L
q aao abo 2 aa2 Q, aq

L ::: L - 2L
£. aao abo

4.3.2 Voltage equations

P -p8 0 0 0

p8 P 0 0 0

0 0 p 0 0

0 0 0 p 0

0 0 0 0 p

--,

--

Wd

1/Jq

Wfd

I/lkd

1/Jkq

R 0 0 0 0
a

0 R 0 0 0
a

0 0 -Rfd 0 0

0 0 0 -Rkd 0

0 0 0 0 -�q

4.17

4.18

i
d

i
q

ifd

lkd

ikq

4.19
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4.3.3 Torque equations

The electric torque may be expressed in terms of the d and q

qu ntities as:

4.

4.20

relation between the mechanical shaft torque and the electrical

eloped torque is still given by:
2

TM = TE + J.p em 4.21

45
The Per-Unit System

Per-unit systems are extensively used to simplify the mathe-

ma ica1 representation of phenomena over a wide range of different

sica1 problems. Some of the advantages,which can arise from the

1ication of a well designed per-unit system to electrical power

b1ems, are as follows:

(1) A simple inspection of per-unit parameters immediately

ea1s much more about the basic nature of a machine than may be

erved from the ordinary parameters.

(2) The numerical range of per-unit parameters is small, in

era1 being of the order of unity and less. This is valuable

solution by analogue or digital computers, since the variables

are of a convenient order. Manual calculations are also simplified.

(3) Simplification occurs in the analysis of polyphase circuits

balanced conditions. By defining appropriate per-unit line

q antities to correspond with chosen per-unit phase quantities,

b th line and phase parameters can be represented in one per-unit

a alysis and one equivalent circuit.
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(4) In single and polyphase analysis, the turns ratios of

formers (and the manner of internal connection in the poly-

case) are removed from the analysis.

(5) In the two-reaction theory of the synchronous machine,

a per-unit system is useful in removing those arbitrary numerical

factors which can appear in the ordinary equations, having values

ding on the transformation used.

(6) A basic set of dimensionless parameters can help to

pre ent errors in converting performance characteristics between

dif erent systemsof units.

4.4.1 Base values

As mentioned before, direct-phase quantities are used in the

available of synchronous machines are given in per-unit

of the synchronous machine. On the other hand, most ofana

in d-q-axis. For these reasons, it has been found beneficial

to the d-q-axis base values to normalize the equations in the

dir ct-phase quantities and, thus, to be able to use directly the

d- d q-axis per-unit data.

(1) Stator base values

It is a common practice to choose the rated armature

cur ent and the rated phase voltage to be the stator current and

vol age base values respectively. As the components of the arma-

current and phase voltage in both the d- and q-axis are

ins antaneous values, it is rather preferred to use their maximum

val es than the root mean square values. If I and V are
n n

con idered to be the rated current and the rated phase voltage
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the base values for the different parameters are as

(i) The base value for all stator voltages (a, b, c, d, q)

is the amplitude of the stator phase voltage. Hence:

(ii) The base value for all stator currents (a, b , c , d , q)

s the amplitude of the stator phase current. Hence:

(iii) The base value of the power is:

3
Psb= 3VnIn = IVsb Isb 4.24

his is the base for all active and reactive power and for the KVA.

(iv) The base value for the stator impedance is:
V
n

Zb =

1
n

4.25

(v) The base value for all the stator inductances is:

10=
V
n 4.26

21ffI
n

(vi) The base value for all stator flux linkages is:

1/1 =

b

I2v
n 4.27

(2) Rotor base values

In order to define the base values of the rotor, the

ollowing points have to be considered.

(a) Power equality constraint

The power base of any rotor circuit is taken equal to
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t e power base of the stator. Thus, equal reciprocal coupling

b tween the stator and the rotor windings in the d-q representa-

t on can be achieved. Therefore,

3V I
n n

o

4.28

(b) Inductance relations

Before choosing the base current for each rotor circuit,

would be helpful to know the expressions of all machine mutual

ductances in terms of the permeance and the number of turns. It

assumed that the mutual flux produced in one axis links equally

all the circuits on this axis. This assumption is referred to as

p rfect mutual coupling. The following relations can then be

L
3 2

ad
=

'2 AdNs

L �AN 2
=

aq 2 q s

L
afdo

= AdNsNfd
4.29

L
akdo

= AdNsNkd

L
akqo

= A N Nk'q 5 q

Lfdkd = AdNfdNkd
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(c) Rotor base currents

The choice of the base current for any rotor circuit is

nera l , such a choice can be made in an infinite number of ways.

I has been found that it is more convenient to choose certain

se values rather than the others. The chosen values were

eferred on the basis of providing a representation which displays

e physical picture of the machine and results in simplified

e uivalent circuits. Two of the most conveneint choices have

45
r sulted in the following per-unit systems

a. Xad base system

b. equal mutual base system

I is worthwhile to mention that both systems are identical for

t e case in which the coupling between the machine circuits on

*

c oosing the ideal turns ratio between two windings to be the

If the machine can be looked at as a multiwinding transformer

e ch axis is perfect.

o each axis, suitable rotor base quantities can be obtained by

r tio between their base currents. Hence, the base rotor currents

c n be expressed as follows:

Ifdb l/Nfd

Ikdb =lEJ l/Nkd 5;] 4.30
2 s

Ikqb l/Nkq
*

ideal turns ratio between two windings is defined as follows:

I eal turns ratio = �otai flux linka�es of mutual flux with one winding
ota flux linkages of mutual flux with the otherwin4ing
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S bstituting Eqn. 4.29 in Eqn. 4.30, it follows that the rotor

b se currents can be written in terms of the machine inductances

follows:

3
N N Ads s

2" Nfd N Ads

3
N N Ads s

"2 Nkd N Ads

3
N N A
s s _!l

"2 Nkq Ns A
q

L /Lad afdo

L /Lad akdo

L /L
aq akqo

4.31=

Prom the power and current bases, the corresponding bases for

impedance, inductance and flux linkage can be obtained as

llows:

(i) The amplitude of the rotor base voltages are represented

V =

rb

3V I
n n

Irb

I
b
has different values for different rotor circuits:

(a) The base voltage for the field circuit is

Vfdb =

3V I
n n

Ifdb

3V I
n n

= ......

rz-2I---L-d-n a

Lafdo

Lafdo
Lad

4.32

4.33

(b) The base voltage for the d-axis damper winding is:

3V I 3 L

Vkdb
n n
=-V

akdo
4.34=

Ikdb Ii n Lad

(c) The base voltage for the q-axis damper winding is:
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3V I 3
n n

= _ V
Ii n

L
akqo
L
aq

4.35

(ii) The base value for the rotor flux linkage is:

4.36

value differs from one circuit on the rotor to another as

l1ows:

(a) The base value of the flux linkage for the field winding

i

lJJfdb =

3 1 Lafdo
---

12 21ff Lad
4.37--=

(b) The base value of the flux linkage for the d-axis

d mper winding is:

Vkdb 3 1
=--=--- 4.38

(c) The base value of the flux linkage for the q-axis

amper winding is:

3 1 L
___

akgo
Ii 21ff L

aq

4.39

(iii) The rotor base impedances are given by:

V
Z :::

rb
rb Irb

Its value also differs from one circuit on the rotor to another:

4.40

(a) The base imepdance of the field winding is:

Vfdb 3V I 3V I V L 2

Zfdb
n n n n 3 n

(
afdo

) 4.41= --= = = --

lfdb Ifdb2
L 2

(Ii I )
2 2 I Lad(ad ) n

L n
afdo
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(b) The base impedance of the d-axis damper winding is:

Vkdb 3
V L 2

Zkdb
n

(
akdo

) 4.42= --=

2" IIkdb L
n ad

(c) The base impedance of the q-axis damper winding is:

V V L 2
Z = � = � n

( akq0 )
kqb Ikqb 2 In Laq

4.43

(d) The base impedance of the mutual impedance between the

f eld winding and the d-axis damper winding is:

Vfd·b 3 Vn L L

Z = __ = __ (
akdo afdo

)fdkdb Ikdb 2 In LadZ
4.44

(iv) The rotor base inductance is:

Zrb
=- 4.45

(a) The base inductance for the field winding is:

1 L 2 V3 (afdo) _.!!.Lfdb =

2" 21f f L
d

I
a n

4.46

(b) The base inductance for the d-axis damper winding is:

L V
akdo

)
2 _.!!.

L
d

I
a n

3 1

Lkdb =

2" 21ff ( 4.47

(c) The base inductance for the q-axis damper winding is:

3 1 L V
L ( akqo) 2 _.!!.
kqb

=

2" 21ff Laq In
4.48

(d) The base mutual inductance between the field winding

nd the d-axis damper winding is:

4.49
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(3) Time and speed bases

The normal ized equations of the synchronous machines are

simplified if the electrical angular velocity pO is also

norm lized.The synchronous electrical angular velocity p8 is conveniently
o

chos base value. Since p8 't is a dimensionless quantity,
o

the election of pe as the base of pe is equivalent to selecting
o

l/pe as a base time.

(4) Torque base

When writing the torque equation in M.K.S. system, it

is i evi table that the number of pole pairs n appears. It is
p

desi able in forming the per-unit equations of the machine to

e this parameter because it is not fundamental to the per-

nce of the machine. As a consequence, the form of the per-

unit rotor angular velocity is simplified, becoming the same

er expressed in mechanical or electrical form. This is done

fining the base mechanical angular velocity pemb as that

sponding to the base electrical velocity. Thus

pe b
= pG In 4.50
mop

Using the expressions for the base power and the base

bas torque will be

3 V I

T = _

sb sb
n

Eb 2 p8 Po

4.51

4.4.2 Nonnalized equations of synchronous machines

Having established the per-unit system, the normalized

equ tions of synchronous machines in both the direct-phase and
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e d-q representations are obtained. In the following equations

d hereafter, all the parameters are in per-unit values.

a) Normalized equations in the d-q representation

(1) Flux linkage equations

follows:

The normalized flux linkage equations can be arranged

-Ld 0 Lad Lad 0

0 -L 0 0 L
q aq

-L 0 Lffd Lad 0
ad

-L 0 Lad Lkkd 0
ad

0 -L 0 0 �kqaq

id

i
q

ifd

ikd

ikq

= 4.52

(2) Voltage equations

witten as:

w ere

Ld LR, Lad = L L
3 4.53= + + + '2 Laa2aao abo

L = L!I. + L = L + L - �L 4.54
q aq aao abo 2 aa2

L!I. = L - 2L 4.55
aao abo

Lffd = Lfd + Lad 4.56

�kd = Lkd + Lad 4.57

Lkkq = Lkq + Lad 4.58

The normalized voltage equations in matrix form can be
.



P -p e 0 0 0

p8 P 0 0 0

0 "0 p 0 0

0 0 0 p 0

0 0 0 0 p

(3) Torque equations

lJid
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R 0 0 0 0
a

0 R 0 0 0
a

0 0 -Rfd 0 0

0 0 0 -\d 0

0 0 0 0 -\q

.-

i
q

ifd 4.59

The developed electrical torque in per-unit values can

itten in the following form

Als , the normalized equation of motion will be:

= e - pe .t
o

(b) Normalized equations in the direct-phase quantities

(1) Flux linkage equations

Using the base values mentioned before, the flux linkage

equ tions (Eqn. 4.1) can be normalized to have the form:

[$] = [L] [1]

[IjiJ (ljia tJib 1/J iJ; tJ!
t

= lJIkqJc fd kd

[1 J = [i ib i ifd ikd
.

J
t

a c l.kq

*
= 2. pe • H

0

2
1
J

� (pemb)
= -

2 3
I,Vsb·1sb

4.60

4.62

4.61
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-L - L
b

+ L
b

+ LadcoS6 LadcOS6 -L sine
aao a 0 a 0 aq

L

2cos26 L 2cos2 (6+ 30) L 2cos2 (8+ 150)aa aa aa

L

b
+ -L - ,L

b
+ Ladcos (6-120) LadcoS(6-120) -L sin (6-120)

a 0 aao a 0 aq

L

2cOS 2{6+30) L 2cos2 (6-120) L 2cos2 (6-90)aa aa aa

L

b
+ L

b
+ -L - LadCOS(8-240) Ladcos (6-240) ... L sin(6-240)

a 0 a 0 aao aq -...J
0

L

2cos2 (6+150) L 2cos2 (6-90) L 2cos2(6-240)

[L]=

aa aa aa

2 2 2
Lffd Lad 0

-'3 LadcoS6 -- L cos (6-120) -- L cos (8-240)
3 ad 3 ad

2 2 2
Lkkd 0-- L cos6 -- L cos(6-120) -- L cos(6-240) Lad3 ad 3 ad 3 ad

f L sin6 � L sin (6 ... 120)
2 0 0 Lkkq'3 L sin (6-240)

aq aq aq

4.63
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(2) Voltage equation

The normalized voltage equations in the matrix notation

[v] = p[w] - [R][I] 4.64

[v] = [vI

(3) Torque equations

The electrical torque equation in the normalized form

i

4.65

A so the normalized equation of motion is:

4.66

By comparing Eqn$. 4.52 and 4.63, it is clear that the per-

it values of the machine inductances for the direct-phase represen-

tion are equal or correspond to those in the d-q-axis representation.

ile the rotor inductances for the two models are the same, the

m tual-inductances between the stator and the rotor in the 3-phase

are expressed in terms of those of the d-q model (L d
and L ).

a aq

so, the stator inductances in the 3-phase model are related to

e corresponding inductances in the d-q model. They can be easily

o tained from Eqns. 4.53, 4.54 and 4.55 as follows:

I
Laao =

3 (L£ + Ld + Lq)
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L
abo 4.67

per-unit data of the machine in the d-q-axis, which are

u ually available, can be used directly in forming the normalized

e uations in the direct-phase quantities.
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5. DIGITAL SIMULATION OF Ai'! AC/DC SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a representative AC/DC system has been used

to s udy the effects of the generated harmonics of the HVDC

tran on the AC sys tern in general and on the performance of

sync ronous machines in particular. This system consists of an

converter connected to a synchronous generator at its terminals

11 as to an infinite bus-bar through a short transmiss ion line

as s own in Fig. 5.1. A group of 5th, 7th and 11th order harmonic

fi It rs is also connected at the converter AC bus-bar.

perform the various studies concerning the effects of the

ated harmonics, this system has been digitally simulated using a

generalized computer program. In this program, �acQ part of the

system has been represented by a set of first order differential

equ tions (chapters 3 and 4). Thus, Eqns . 3.26-3.37, 4.62, 4.64

and 4.66 form the complete model of the system in direct-phase

qua

sol

The program uses the4th order Runge-Kutta method to

differential equations. This program is prepared

to eal with the whole system or with any part of it,and a point

by oint solution for the instantaneous values of the different

var ab Ies of the system is obtained. In all the cases considered,

the rectifier and the filters are assumed to be initially

dis onnected from the system.

5.2 Method of Computation

The basic algorithm for the simulation of the 3-phase model on the

dig tal computer is as follows:
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order
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I I
FL ree

Rft

Lfl

1
Cn

11th
order
filter

-....J
�

Fig. 5.1 Diagram of a Representative ACIDC System
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(i) For a certain loading condition, the initial values of

the arious variables of tne system and their derivatives are obtained.

ii) At zero time, the rectifier and the group of filters are

(ii) The initial voltages, voltage derivatives, currents,

curr nt derivatives and rotor position and speed of the machine

are sed to start the computation.

iv) The derivative vectors of the different variables are

comp ted at the beginning of the nth step from the knowledge of

the ifferent variables at the end of the (n-l)th step using the

foIl wing equations:

5.1

= [_l_][V]
LFL

5.2

5.3

p[1)!] = [V] + [R][I] 5.4

2 ®p e = (TM
- TE)/ 5.5

(v) Integrating these derivative vectors using the 4th order

Run e-Kutta method, the rectifier currents, the filter currents,

the voltages across the filter capacitors, the flux linkages of

the synchronous machine, its rotor position and its rotor speed

are obtained at the end of the nth step.

(vi) The rotor angle e computed at the end of a step is used
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in forming the inductance matrix [L] of the synchronous machine

(E n. 4.63).

(vii) At the end of the nth step, the machine currents and the

DC voltage at the rectifier DC terminals are calculated respectively

fr m the following two equations:

5.6

5.7

Al 0, the transmission line current at the end of the step can be

ca culated from:

wh re

5.8[IT] = [I'] [I ] [I ]-

rec
-

FL

[I'] is a vector which consists of the first three terms of

the vector [I].

viii) Making use of the currents and the voltages computed in

th preceeding steps, the machine current derivative vector p[1]

is obtained from the following equation:

p[1] = [Lm]-l[VAR] + [L ]-l[R ][1] - [L ]-l[RE][1 + 1Ft]m m m rec

-[Lm]-l[LE]P[1rec + 1FL] - [Lm]-l[PL][1] 5.9

.The derivation of this equation is given in appendix B.

(ix) The transmission line current derivative vector p[1T]
ca then be obtained from:

5.10

(x) Steps (vi)-(ix) are performed only once at the end of each

st p, and not four times as required by the rigorous Runge-Kutta
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The currents and their derivatives computed above are

util'zed to calculate the converter AC bus-bar voltages given by:

5.11

(ii) If any part of the system does not exist, its currents

and ts current derivatives are replaced by zero.

(x ii) The new derivative vectors are computed as in step (iv)

and sed to start the en + l)th step of the computation.

(iv) The calculations arc thus advanced in a single-step

A si plified flow chart of the program is given in appendix C.

5.3 Data of the System under Study

Using the developed program, investigations are carried out

for arious operating conditions of the system shown in Fig. 5.1.

The ata of the AC/DC rectifier station, the filters and the

ronous machine are taken as those of the Nelson River at

S
. 37, 46

son tatlon The study is carried out for one valve

gro only. As this valve group represents one third of the total

station, only four synchronous machines from the total twelve of

the station are taken into consideration. Also, equivalent filters

wit one third of the rating of the station filters and with the

quality factor "Q" are used. The transmission line connecting

the converter bus-bar with the infinite bus-bar is assumed to be 10

s long. The inverter station is represented by a constant DC

vol age source.

Using the relations given in appendix D, the base values for the

dif erent parameters of the AC/DC system will be as follows:
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The base MVA = 250 MVA

The base AC voltage(instantaneous value) = 112.68 kV

The base AC impedance = 76

The base AC current(instantaneous value) = 1.48 kA

The base AC inductance = 0.202 H

= 0.35 x 10-4 FThe base AC capacitance

The base DC voltage(instantaneous value) = 112.68 kV

The base DC current(instantaneous value) = 1.48 kA

The base DC resistance = 76

The base DC inductance = 0.202 H

As °t will be mentioned later, a step up transformer(13.8kV/138kV)

is (onnecting the synchronous machine to the l38kV AC bus-bar. Therefore,

the base values of the stator parameters of the synchronous machine

are as follows:

Basl voltage(instantaneous value) = 11.268 kV

BasE current(instantaneous value) = 14.8 kA

BasE impedance == 0.76 rl

BasE inductance == 0.00202 H

Uti ising the previous base values the data of the different parts

of he system in absolute and p.u. values is as follows:

(1) The synchronous machines at Radisson station

(a) The machine data in the d-q axis:

Data

Individual Machine �quivalent Machine
(13.8kV,120MVA rated) (13.8kV,480MVA rated)

Actual value P.U.value Actual value EU.value

120 MVA 0.48 480 MVA 1.92Vo t-ampere rating

11.268 kV 1Peik value of the rated

phise voltage
11.268 kV



ted power factor

ted reactive power

ted power

R
a

F'e1d resistance Rfd
D'rect-axis damper winding
r sistance �d
Q adrature-axis damper
w'nding resistance �q
D'rect-axis magnetizing
r actance xad

ireet-axis synchronous
eactance xd
irect-axis transient
eactance X'd
irect-axis subtransient
eactance x"d
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0.85

63.38 Mvar 0.2534

102 MW

0.0058 n

0.00177 n

0.0627 0

0.0628 0

1.58 0,

0.85

1. 75

0.475

0.369

s

s

0.85

0.408 408

253.44 Mvar 1.0137

0.00766 0.00145 0

0.00232 0.0004425 0

0.0823

0.0825

2.083

1.12

0.2205

1.28

0.419

0.38

2.3

0.626

0.45

1. 34

0.504

1540

424

adrature-axis magnetiz
g reactance X

aq

rmature leakage reactance xiO.168 0

ie1d leakage reactance xfd 0.97

irect-axis damper winding 0.317

eakage reactance �d
uadrature-axis damper wind'" 0.288

ng leakage reactance �q

uadrature-axis synchronous 1.02
eactance'x

q

uqdrature-axis subtrans- 0.383
ent reactance x"

q

ireet-axis transient open- 4.1
ircuit time constant T'

do

irect-axis short-circuit 1.123
ime constant T'd

0.015675 0 0.0206 i
I
I

0.0157 0 0.02062�
�

0.395 0 0.52075 i

0.2125

0.042

0.2425

0.07925

0.072

0.04375

0.11875

0.09225

0.255

0.09575

4.1

1.123

1. 632 I
!

0.00191�
i

0.00058 I

o .0.28

i

n 0.05512$
I

0.32
1
i

0.104751

o 0.095

o 0.575

0.1565 !

I
i

0.121251

n 0.335

n 0.126

s 1540

s 424



D rect-axis open-circuit 0.019 s 7.15 0.019 s 7.15
t me constant Til

do ,

D rect-axis subtransient 0.048 s 18.1 0.048 s 18.1
slort-circuit time
cons tarrt Til

qo

A mature short-circuit 0.172 s 64.8 0.172 s 64.8
t me constant T

a

1I1ertia constant of the 3.42 s 3.42 s

m�chine H

1I1ertia constant of the 2578.68 10314. '2
m:lchine ®

ISleed 90 rpm 90 rpm
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The per-unit values of the reactances in the above tab l e represent

also the per-unit values of the corresponding inductances as they

are equivalent in the per-unit system.

(b) The machine parameters in per-unit in the direct-phase

representation

Data Individual Machine Equivalent Machine

L 1. 2868 0.3217
alO

L 0.533 0.13325
alo

La; 2
0.32 0.08

L
do

= L = Lfdkd = Lad 2.083 0.521
a akdo

Lal - L 1.12 0.28
qo aq

Lf d
= Lfd + Lad 3.363 0.841

Lk d
= Lkd + Lad 2.502 0.6255

Lk q
= Lkq + L 1.5 0.375

aq
- --.-------
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(2) The step-up transformer connecting each individual machine

to the converter AC bus-bar has an inductance of 0.17 p.ll. The

of this inductance can be included by adding it to L of
aao

th machine. Therefore, the equivalent L is equal to 0.3642 p.u.
aao

(3) The converter transformer at Radisson(134kV/14LS-134.SkV)

MVA rating = 341 1.364 p.u.MVA

Peak value of the rated phase voltage = 109.41 kV = 0.971 p.u.

Equivalen£ resistance = 0.0 == 0.0

Equivalent inductance = 0.0278 H = 0.138 p.u.

(4) The group of fi 1 ters (138 kV rated)

5th Order 7th Order 11th Order
Harmonic Fi lter Harmonic Filter Harmonic Filter

Data

Actual Per-Unit Actual Per-Unit Actual Per-Unit
Values Values Values Values Values Values

rated 11. 43 0.04572 5.7 0.0228 9.27 0.03708
Mvar Mvar Mvar

value of 112.68kV 1 112.68k 1 112.68k 1

rated
se voltage
istance 3.4811 0.0458 4.8611 0.064 1.88411 0.0245

uctance 184.2 0.91 184.2 0.91 45.6 0.226
mH mH mH

acitance 1. 52 0.0435 O. 78 0.0223 1. 28 0.0365
pF llF llF

(5) The DC transmission line

Resistance R = 3.8 11 = 0.05 p.u.

Inductance L =0.274 H = 1.355 p.u.

The constant DC voltage representing the inverter station is

= 1.3 p.u.
-r

.

p.u.
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CCl) The At: transmission l ine

47
For a 10 m i l cs transmi s s ion 1 inc

Resistance R = 0.7 Q = 0.0091 p.u.e

Inductance L = 0.016968 H = 0.084 p.u.e

Capacitance C = 17.185 x 10-10 F = 49.1 x 10-6 p.u..

e

As the line is short, C is very small and can be neglected as
e

discussed in appendix A.

5. Application of the Computer Program to Different Cases

The computer program is applied to different cases. In all

curves presented in this chapter, the first part represents

transient solution directly after the connection of the

tifier, while the last part gives the steady state solution.

e 1: Rectifier connected directly to an infinite bus-bar (Fig. 5.2)

Infini te

� ��.
ig. 5.2 Rectifier Connected to an Infinite Bus-Bar

In this case,the rectifier is suddenly connected to an infinite

-bar at zero time. Fig. 5.3 shows the 3-phase rectifier

rents versus the time. It can be noted that, at steady-state,

rectifier currents are not rectangular due to the effect of

cornrnutating reactance. Also, the upper parts of the current
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w vefonns are not leveled but contain dips. This can be explained

b examining Fig. 5.4. For the period from b to c, valves 1 and 6

a e conducting. If the inductance in the circuit is assumed to be

v ry small, and if vI is the reference voltage (vI = V s ineit ) ,
max

t e current in phase 1 can be given app rox imate Iy by:

vl-v2 v

i1
DC-r

=

R1 +R2+R R1+R2+R

I3v v

il
max

sin(oot+30)
DC-r

= -

Rl +R2+R R1+R2+R

i = I sin (oot+30) - K11 maxl
5.12

F r the period from c to d, valves 4 and 6 are conducting with

v Ive 1 and the current in phase 1 is approximately:

v -

1 vDC;..r

l V s inort
2 max vDC-r

I sin oot - K2max2
5.13

F om e to f, valves 1 and 4 are conducting and il is given by:
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13 V sin (wt-30)
max

il = I sin (wt-30) - K
max3 3

5.14

If Rl, R2 and R3 are equal, I 3
will be equal to I

maxI
and K3max

wi 1 be equal to Kl· From Eqns. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.l4,it can be

no ed that the current waveform from b to f follows three

di ferent sinusoidal waves. Also, the sudden transfer from d to

e s due to the termination of the commutation period. If, however,

th inductance in the circuit is considered, the current curve will

be smoothed and thi s sudden change wi 11 dis appear as given by the

co uter results. When this rectifier current is analysed, it is

co onents of the order 6k±1, where k is an integer.

Fig. 5.5 shows the DC output current and the DC output voltage

ve sus the time. Both consist of a DC component on which a number

of harmonics of the order 6k are superimposed.

By comparing these results with the theoretical analysis of

2, it is found that the discrepancy between them is very
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Ca e 2: Recti fier connected to an infinite bus-bar through a short

transmission line (Fig. 5.6)

Infini te
bus Rec.

T.L.

mi--C1===J---t-t---,..�
Fig. 5.6 Rectifier and Transmission Line Case

As shown in Fig. 5.7, the 3-phase rectifier currents have the

wave-shape as those of the previous case. As expected, the

co utation period in this case has been increased due to the

in uctance of the transmission line.

The DC output voltage and current for this case are shown

in Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.9 shows the 3-phase voltages at the converter AC

te inals versus the time. These voltages are not sinusoidal

du to the flow of the harmonic currents in the transmission line.

Th shown sudden jumps in the voltage wave-shape are due to the

su change in the inductive voltage drop of the transmission

Ii This results from the sudden changes in the rate of change

pe

transmission line current at the end of the commutation

is given by:

The equation of the voltage at the converter te rmina Is

S.lS

Ju t before the beginning of the commutation process at point a,

Fi 5.10, both the current i and the current derivative �� arc
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z ro and the voltage V will be the same as the voltage VA' For

e period between a and b, both the current i and the current

rivati ve �;, increase gradually. Thus, the voltage V will differ

am VA due to the voltage drop in the transmission line resist

and inductance. At point b, the current i becomes constant

a d the current derivative � becomes suddenly zero. This

dden change in the current derivative results in a sudden change

the voltage V. For the period between band c, the voltage V

less than VA by the resistive voltage drop in the trans

line. From c to d, the current i starts to decrease and

current derivative �� is negative and decreasing. Therefore,

e voltage V will differ from the voltage VA due to the voltage

rap in the transmission line resistance and inductance. At

h
.

dh deri diht e current 1S zero an t e current er1vat1ve
dt

c anges

s ddenly to zero. Thus, from point d and after, the voltage V

ill follow VA' These changes from a to d repeats itself twice

every cycle.
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(a)

(b)

di '" 0
b dt c

a d i

(c)

di
lit

(d)

(c) The Transmission Line

(d) The Transmission Line
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Fig. 5 10 (a) The Circuit Diagram
(b) The Voltage Wave Form
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C se 3: Rectifier connected to an infinite bus-bar through a short

transmission line with a group of filters connected to the

rectifier AC terminals (Fig. 5.11)

Infini te
bus T. L. Rec.

1m1:--C=:::J---t�-.-"'_""'''''-

� Pi!.

Fig. 5.11 Rectifier, Transmission Line and Filters Case

In this case, both the rectifier and the filters are suddenly

zero time to the infinite bus-bar through a short

line. The 3-phase rectifier currents, Fig. 5.12,t

h ve the same wave-shape as that of the previous cases. However,

t e periods of commutation in this case are less than that of

the existence of the fi 1 ters. The filters in the

the commutation point, at which the commutating
2 3 46sinusoidal, towards the converter AC bus "

. There-

effective commutating reactance becomes approximately
t e converter transformer leakage reactance only. Fig. 5.13 shows

3-phase transmission line currents which, in this case, have

roximately a sinusoidal wave-shape. The most prominent
on i c currents generated by the rectifier, namely the 5th, the

and the 11th, have been diverted from the transmission line

to pass in the corresponding filters connected at the termina Is

of the converter. Fig. 5.14 shows the 3-phase voltages at the
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terminals of the converter. The waveforms of these voltages, in

is case, are not distorted as in case 2, since the transmission line

c rrents are almost sinusoidal. It can also be noted that high

equency oscillations appear in the voltage waves during the

riods of commutation. These oscillations 3,49
can be attributed

the effect of the conunutation processes on the filters which

e oscillatory circuits.

The 5th, 7th and 11th order harmonic fil ters currents are

Figs. 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 respectively. It can be noted

three figures that the amplitude of the current harmonics

ecreases as the order of the harmoni c icnreases. Also, it can

the midpoint of the two envelops of each current

anges sinusoidaly with the fundamental frequency. This is due

to the flow of a small portion of the fundamental frequency

urrent through the filters. The effect of this fundamental

omponent becomes more prominent as the order of the current

increases. For example, it is relatively larger in the

lth filter than in the 7th filter and in the 7th filter than

iln the 5th one. Moreover, Fig. 5.17 shows that the 11th order

armonic current is greatly distorted because of the flow of the

order harmonic currents, which are not filtered. The

of these higher order harmonics appears here significantly,

the value of the 11th order harmonic current is relatively

and, also, the resonant frequency of this fil ter is the

earest resonant frequency to these higher order harmonics.

Fig. 5.18 shows the DC output voltage and current in this case.
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5.15 The 3�phase Currents of the 5th order Harmonic Filter versus the Time for the Case ofRectifier, Transmission Line and Filters
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T e high frequency oscillations due to the presence of the filters

a pear also on the waveform of the DC voltage. This is expected

a this voltage is nothing but a combination of the AC line volt-

the converter terminals. However, the high frequency

o ci 11ations on the DC vo lt age decay faster than those of

t e AC voltage waveforms.

C Rectifier connected to a synchronous machine as well as

to an infinite bus-bar through a short transmission line

(Fig. 5.19)

Infinite
bus T.L. Rec.

ig. 5.19 Rectifier, Transmission Line and Synchronous Machine Case

In this case, it is assumed that the synchronous machine is

o erating at steady-state as a synchronous generator for a certain

ading condition (v =-1 sin(p6 .t) p.u., v1=-0.99996 sin(pe .t+7.9°)p .• u ,
a 0 0

sin(p80.t+100) p.u., PM=1.637 p.u.,6 =40.08°, vfd"'O.0015064p.ll •

d=2.597 p.u.). At zero time, the rectifier is suddenly connected

t the machine terminals. Fig. 5.20 shows the 3�phase rectifier

c rrents which do not differ in shape from those of the previous

Also, the waveforms of the DC output voltage and current

a e similar to those of cases 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 5.21.
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egarding the periods of commutations, it can be noted that they
less than in case 2. This can be attributed to the fact that

he connection of the machine to the converter AC bus-bar adds an

nductance in paralle 1 to the AC system Lnductance, Therefore,
equivalent cOl1lllutating reactance becomes less than in case 2.

Fig.' 5.22 shows the AC converter terminal voltages. It can

noted that the heights of the jumps in these curves are less,
n this case, than those of case 2. This is because the rate of

hange of the transmission line current at the end of the commuta

period is relatively less. The synchronous machine absorbs

of the harmonics of the rectifier current and smooths the

transmission line current.

As shown in Fig. 5.23, the 3"'phase armature currents are not

They contain hannonic current components, the most

ominent of which are of the order 6k±1 (k is an integer). These

currents are flowing from the rectifier to the machine.

The rotor currents shown in Figs. S.24a and S.24b consist

AC harmonic components superimposed on a DC component which

time. ThisOC component starts with the initial

value of the rotor current before the connection of

e rectifier, rises after its connection and then starts to

cay after a certain time until it reaches finally its original
value. For the field winding, the sustained compon

to the DC field current before the connection of the

r ctifier plus AC harmonic currents, most of which are of the order

For the damper windings, the sustained component is AC
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Fig 5.22 The 3-phase Voltages at the AC Terminals of the Converter
Versus the Time for the Case of Rectifier, Transmission Line
and Synchronous Machine
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Fig. 5.23 The 3-phase Annature Currents of the Synchronous Machine Versus
.

the Time for the Case of Rectifier. Transmission Line and SynchronousMachine
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Fig. 5 24 b The a- and q-axi.s Damper Winding Currents of the SynchronousMachine Versus the Time for the Case of Rectifier Transmission
Line and Synchronous Machine
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armonic currents, most of which are of the order 6k. It can be

oted that a small fundamental frequency component appears also

n the rotor currents.

The existance of the harmonic currents of the order 6k in

he rotor windings is due to the presence of the harmonic current

in the stator windings. These stator harmonics of the

create an mmf with the same sense of rotation as that

f the rotor, Fig. 5.2Sa. Therefore, the relative velocity of

mmf with respect to the rotor is 6k times that of the

On the other hand, the harmonic components of the stator

of the order 6k-l create an mmf which has also a

elative velocity with respect to the rotor of the same value as

harmonics but of opposite direction as shown

These two mmfs rotating in opposite directions

1· 1· Li
.

1 f' d 27,30 h
.

F' 5 25 desu t In an e tp t rca Le l
, as sown rn a g . . c, an

harmonic currents of the order 6k in the rotor

Fig. 5.26 shows the electrical torque and the applied
echarrica l torque of the synchronous machine. It is assumed that

e machine is supplied by a constant power input. However, the

c ange in the mechanical torque due to the change of speed is

noticeable. This is because the change of the speed is very

s all as shown in Fig. 5.27. Without the presence of the rectifier

the circuit, the electrical torque of the synchronous machine

dersteady-state conditions is constant and equal to the

chanical torque. When the rectifier is connected, there are
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rmorri c currents flowing in the stator and the rotor windings as

before. As a result, these high frequency components

to pulsating electric torque as shown in Fig. 5.26.

ese pulsations may produce vi.brat ions .;!during the machine

o eration.

When the rectifier is connected to the machine bus ...bar, the

r tor angle of the synchronous machine changes its initial value

another steady-state value in an oscillatory manner. Correspond

g to this variation of the rotor angle (f<IHz), Fig. 5.27, ther�

a slow variation in the different quantities of the machine,

rticularly in the electrical torque, Fig. 5.26, and the rotor

c rrents, Figs. 5.24a and S.24b.

Fig. 5.28 shows the 3-phase transmission line currents. When

are compared with those of case 2, it is noticed that their

contents are less. They now approach the sinusoidal

comparison with the rectangular form of case 2. This is

the synchronous machine absorbs some of the harmonic

urrents due to its low subtransient reactance.
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rotation

(a)

Generation of Harmonic Currents
of Order 6k in the Rotor due to
Harmonic Currents of Order 6k+1
in the Stator.

(b)

field

rotat

Generation of Harmonic Currents
of Order 6k in the Rotor due ito
Harmonic Currents of Order 6k-1
in the Stator.

(c)
The Resultant Elliptical Field.

Fig. 5.25
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Cas 5: A rectifier and a group of filters are connected to a

synchronous machine which is connected to an infinite

bus-bar through a short transmission line (Fig. 5.29)

Infini te
bus Rec.

Fig. 5.29 Rectifier, Transmission Line, Synchronous Machine
and Fi 1 ters Case

In this case, it is also assumed that the synchronous

chine is operating at steady-state as a synchronous generator for

t e same loading condition as in case 4. At z.ero time, the rectifier

its group of filters are suddenly connected to the bus-bar at

ich the machine is connected.

As shown in Fig. 5.30, the shape of the 3-phase rectifier

c rrents do not differ consi.derabl y from those of the previous

However, it can be noted that the periods of conunutation

this case are less than those of case 4. The presence of the

in the system results in moving the commutation point

the converter AC bus-bar and thus reducing the conunutating

Fig. 5.31 shows the 3-phase voltages at the converter AC

rminals. In comparison with case 3, these voltages approach

e sinusoidal shape due to the presence of the filters. These
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filters absorb most of the harmonic components of the 5th, 7th

an 11th order of the rectifier currents. Fig. 5.32 shows the

output voltage and current. It can be noted from Figs. 5.31

3 49
5.32 that high frequency oscillations '

appear in both the

AC and DC voltages as in case 3. The high frequency oscillations

in the present case are less than those of case 3. This can be

attributed to the effect of the machine inductance.

The 3-phase armature currents, Fig. 5.33, are approaching

the sinusoidal shape in comparison with those of case 4, Fig. 5.23.

Regarding the rotor currents, Figs. 5.34a and 5.34b, it can be

n ted that their harmonic contents are much less than in case 4.

is because the filters in the system offer a low impedance

to the harmonic currents of the rectifier. Therefore, the

rmonics in the stator windings and,as a consequence, those

duced in the rotor windings are reduced.

The 3-phase currents of the 5th, 7th and 11th order harmonic

f'lters are shown in Figs. 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37 respectively. It

clear that they have the same nature as the filters currents

case 3. The presence of the synchronous machine in the system,

wever, has reduced their magnitudes as some of the harmonic

c rrents of the rectifier will flow in the machine.

The electrical torque and the applied mechanical torque of

e synchronous machine are shown in Fig. 5.38. The mechanical

rque is almost constant as the change of the speed, Fig. 5.39,

very small. The electrical torque still contains some pulsating

c mponents due to the flow of some harmonic currents in the stator
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rotor windings of the synchronous machine. These pulsations

much less in this case 1f co�'ared with those of case 1.

When the reCtifier and the filters are connected to the

bus-bar, the rotor angle of the synchronous machine

in an oscillatory manner as in case 4. However, in the

case, the deviation of the rotor angle, Fig. 5.39, from

value for the fi rst swing is larger than its deviation

4. This is because the addition of the rectifier and the

to the system requires more power from the synchronous

than the power required when the rectifier is eonnected

As in case 4, corresponding to the slow variation of

rotor angle (f<lHz), there is a s l ov.. var iat i on in the electri

torque, Fig. 5.38, and the rotor currents;Figs. 5.34a and

Fig. 5.40 shows the 3-phase transmission line currents. As

their harmonic contents are appreciably reduced if

ared with case 4 due to the presence of the filters.

Despite the presence of the filters in cases 3 and 5, it

is noted that the waveforms of the various electrical quantities
ar not perfectly sirtusoidal as it should be expected. This is

to the fact that these filters are only of the 5th, 7th and

order and their impedances at thei r resonant frequencies st i 11

a definite value. Thus, the corresponding harmonic currents

wi 1 not be completely short-circuited by these filters. There-

fo e , some of these harmonic currents in addition to the higher
or er harmonics, which are not filtered, will flow in the AC system.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, a digital computer progrrun is used to

late the dynamic behavior of a representative AC/DC system.

Thi system is composed of a synchronous generator supplying power

to converter which is connected to an infinite bus-bar

thr ugh a short transmission line. Al so, a group of 5th, 7th and

order harmonic filters is used to reduce the harmonic contents in

the AC system. This program is developed such as to allow the accom�

tion of various alternative configurations of the AC/DC system.

over, it can be used as a subroutine in a larger computer

ram to investigate a large interconnected AC/DC system.

All the components of this AC/DC system are dynamically

esented by a group of equations in the state-space fo rm.

ct-phase quantities are used throughout the representation so

the identity of the phase currents is retained to define the

the successive commutation processes. Such a representa

takes into consideration the dynamics of the alternating

ages, all the current harmonics and the synchronous machine

dynamic performance.

The program has been applied to various cases in order to study

the performance of the different components of the system. The

cases considered are:

(1) A rectifier directly connected to an infinite bus-bar.

(2) A rectifier connected to an infinite bus-bar through a

sho t transmission line.

(3) A rectifier connected to an infinite bus-bar through a
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shor transmission line and a group of 5th, 7th and 11th order

nic filters is connected at the rectifier AC bus-bar.

(4) A synchronous generator is supplying power to a rectifier

is connected to an infinite bus-bar through a short trans

miss on line.

(5) A group of 5th, 7th and 11th order harmonic filters is

cted to the system of case 4.

For these cases, the program generates the wave fo rms of all

the ari ab l es of the system directly after the sudden connection of

the onverter station to the AC system. As it is expected, the

ed waveforms start with a transient period and it has been

that they reach the electrical steady-state condition after

abo 5 cycles. However, in the cases where the synchronous

mac is present, a damped slow oscillation exists due to the

ele tromechanical oscillation of the machine.

From the studies carried out on the model, several conclusions

can be drawn. These are:

(1) It has been found that the addition of the transmission

lin to the AC system increases the commutation period due to the

inc ease in the commutating reactance. The addition of fi lters to

the AG system, which consists of a rectifier and a transmission

lin , reduces the commutation period. This is because the filters

in circuit moves the comnrutation point, at which the commutating

assumed sinusoidal, towards the bus-bar at which they are

Thus, the commutating reactance is reduced tocon

app oximately the converter transformer leakage reactance. Also,
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if synchronous machine is connected to a system consisting of a

ifier and a transmission line, the period of commutation is

ced. This can be attributed to the fact that the connection of

machine to this system adds a reactance in parallel to the AC

em and reduces the effective commutating reactance. Moreover,

are added to a system which consists of a rectifier, a

smission line and a synchronous machine, the commutation period

is educed. In this case, the effective commutating reactance is

reduced. It will be approximately the converter transformer

Ie age reactance.

(2) The harmonic currents flowing in the AC system due to the

AC/DC converter distort the waveforms of the different variables of

the AC side. However, the presence of the 5th, 7th and 11th order

ha onic filters reduces this distortion.

(3) When the synchronous machine is connected without filters

to the terminals of the converter it introduces a filtering action

to the harmonics. It reduces the distortion of the different AC

However, this filtering effect is not as efficient as

usi g filters. This may be improved if the synchronous machine

is to have a low subtransient reactance. This can be

ieved by providing low resistance damper windings in the rotor

of such machines.

(4) Harmonic currents affect the operation of synchronous

rna hines. The flow of these harmonic components of the order 6k±1

(k is an integer) in the stator windings creates harmonic components

of the order 6k in the rotor circuits. The flow of these currents in
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th stator and the rotor windings increases the losses and the

te erature rise of both windings. Moreover, the presence of high

quency currents in the rotor windings gives rise to skin effect.

to this skin effect, the rotor parameters will be dependent on

th frequency.

(5) The addition of filters to the converter AC terminals

re uces the harmonic contents in the currents of the rotor and the

st tor windings. Therefore, the machine performance is improved

an the pulsating electrical torques are reduced.

(6) Even with the presence of the filters in the system, some

currents are still flowing in the AC system and the stator

wi of the synchronous machine. This is because these filters

of the 5th, 7th and 11th order only and their impedanceistill

e definite values at their resonant frequencies. Thus, the

responding harmonic currents will not be completely short-

ci cuited by these filters. Therefore, some of these harmonic

rents in addition to the higher order harmonics, which are not

fi tered, will flow in the AC system.

(7) As mentioned above, some harmonics still flow in the

sy chronous machine windings despite the presence of the filters.

Th refore, careful consideration should be taken in the design of

sy chronous machines operating near AC/DC converter stations so

th can withstand the extra heatings due to the flow of these

ha onics in their windings. Also, with the presence of synchronous

rna hines in the system less filters ratings can be chosen.
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App ndix A: Transmission Lines Representation for Harmonic

8. APPENDICES

Frequencies

Transmission lines are usually classified according to their

h Tho I
0

fO
0.·

48
d d h

', 0

t. .
IS C .as s t teat ron epen s upon w at approxamat.tons

justified in treating the parameters of the line. Resistance,

ctance and capacitance are uniformly distributed along the

and exact calculations of long lines must recognize this fact.

less than SO miles long are short lines and are represented

lwnped equivalent impedance. The shunt capacitance is very

I and usually neglected. �1ediUlll length lines are roughly

bet een SO and ISO miles long. For these lines, the shunt admit ..

e , generally pure capacitance. is included in the calculations.

the shunt admittance is lumped at the middle of the circuit

line, the circuit is called a nOllinal�T. Such a

cuit is shown in Fig. 8.1 where:

z = zt = total series impedance per phase

y = y9.. = total shunt admittance per phase to neutral

1 = length of line

z = series impedance per unit length per phase

y = shunt admittance per unit length per phase to neutral

In the nominal-w circuit, the total shunt adJtittance is divided

in 0 two equal parts placed at the sending and receiving ends of

th line as shown in Fig. 8.2.

The nominal-T and the nominal-1t circuits are not equivalent to

ea h other. Moreover, neither the nominal-T circuit nor the nominal-1I'
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cuit represents exactly the line because they do not account

the parameters of the line being uniformly distributed. There-

e, in the case of long transmission lines (more than 150 miles),

inaccurate. In this case, the general equation

of transmission lines, which takes into consideration that the

e parameters are uniformly distributed, should be used. Moreover,

if the solution of the transmission line is required only at the

eiving and sending ends, an equivalent circuit can be used.

s equivalent circuit, which represents the line accurately with

re pect to the ends, can be obtained from the measurements at the

s of the line. For the equivalent-w circuit, Fig. 8.3, the

ies impedance Z' and the shunt admittance Y'/2 can be derived

equation of the transmission line. These

e ressions in terms of Z and Yare:

Z' = Z shyR- = ZF
yJt Z

8.1

Y'
2"

=
Y tanh(YR./2)
2"

-

(Yt/2) 8.2

wh re

y = IZY and is called the propagat ton constant. The terms

FZ and 'Py are factors by which the series impedance and the shunt

ad ittance of the nominal-w can be multiplied to convert the

no inal-w to the equivalent-w. For small values of yR., the factors

FZ and Fy approach unity. This fact shows that the nominal-w is

48
ac urate enough to represent the medium length transmission line

An equivalent-r circuit may also be found for a transmission line

in a similar manner.
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If the line is split into two .or more sections, each section

c be represented by a nominal-T or -n with a reasonable accuracy.

h representation of the line will approach the equivalent circuit

resentation but the resulting work is more cumbersome than the

of the equivalent circuit in the first place.

The previous classific:ations of transmission lines according

length is valid only as far as fundamental frequency currents

concerned. To demonstrate this, a study is carried out to

the correction factors between the nomina le n and the

ivalent-n circuits change with the length of the line for the

ferent harmonic frequencies. The line investigated has the

e parameters per unit length as the one of the AC/DC system

er investigation in the thesis.

Fig. 8.4 shows the correction factor Fz versus the length of

line for different harmonics. It can be noticed that, for

fundamental frequency, the factor FZ differs from unity when

length of the line increases. However, for short and medium

es, it can be considered almost unity. For other harmonics,

is found that, even for short lines (less them 50 miles) ,the

differs appreciably from unity. As the order of the

increases, the deviation of FZ from unity increases.

The correction factor for the shunt admittance Fy is shown in

Fig. 8.5. By examining this figure, it is also noticed that. for

t e fundamental frequency, this Factor is almost unity for the

sort and medium lines. However, it differs from unity as the

I ngth increases. It is also found that Fy is far away from unity
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as long as harmonic frequencies are concerned even for short lines.

It follows that, at fundamental frequencY,the representation

of a medium line by a nominal-n can be considered accurate enough.

As far as harmonics are concerned, a nominal-n network cannot

re resent the line accurately even for medium or short lines. Thus,

the case of transient problems, e.g. travelling waves on the

li es, sudden changes in the electrical quantities like those

sent in the system, the general differential equations of the

Ii e should be used or the line should be split to as many sections

as needed and which can be represented by nominal-n circuits for

al frequencies. However, for a very short transmission line

(1 miles) like the one used in the AC/OC system under investiga-

ti thesis, the factors FZ and Fy approach unity for the

pr ctical range of the harmonics generated from the converter. In

th s case, a nominal-n can be considered accurate enough to

re resent this line. Since this line is very short, the admittance

ch can be omitted and the line can be represented by an

eq ivalent resistance in series with an equivalent inductance.
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Ap endix B: The Calculation of the Synchronous Machine Current

Derivatives

In the matrix notation, the machine flux-linkages relation-

terms of the machine currents are:

[1)i] = [L][I] 8.3

refore,

p(1)i] = [L]p[I]+[pL][I] 8.4

[1)i] = [1)ia 1)ib 1)ic 1)ifd 1)ikd 1)ikq ]t

[1] [i ib i ifd ikd
. ]t= lkqa c

[L] is. the inductance matrix of the machine which is given by

expression 4.63.

[pL] is the derivative of the [L] matrix and can be defined as

follows:



-2L -2L
" aa2 aa2

2L 2sine sin2 (e+30) sin2 (e+150) -Lafdosine -Lakdosine -Lak cossaa
qope pe pe pe pe pe

-2L
aa2 2L

2
-2L

aa2 -L -L -Laa afdo akdo akqosin2 (e+30) sin2 (e..., 120) sin2 (6-90) sin (e-120) sin(e-120) cos (e-120)
pe p6 pe pe pe pe

-2L
aa2 -2L

aa2 2Laa2 -L -Lakdo -L
.....afdo akqo �sin2 (e + ISO) sin2(e-90) sin2(e-240) sin(e-240) sin(e-240) cosce-240) 00

pe pe p6 p6 pe pe

[pL]=

8.5
L Lafdo afdo

Lafdosin6 since-120) sinC6-240) 0 0 0

p6 pe p6

Lakdo L
akdo

Lakdosine sin(e-120) sin(e-240) 0 0 0

pe p6 p6

Lakqo Lakqo
Lak cos s cos (6-120) cos (e-240) 0 0 0qo

p6 p6 p6
... ----------_. __ .-------_ ... _-----_ .... _---,----
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Fr m Eqn. 4.64

p[�] = [V] + [R]II]

t[V] = [VI v2 Vs Vfd vkd Vkq]
[R] = diag [Ra Ra Ra -Rfd -�d -�qJ

Th machine terminal voltages IV] can be obtained from the

fo lowing equation:

t[VAR] = [va Vb Vc vfd vkd vkq]
[ITR] = [itl it2 itS ifd ikd ikq]t
[REJ = diag [Re Re Re 0 0 oj

[LE] = diag [Le Le Le 0 0 OJ

By substituting Eqn. 8.7 in Eqn. 8.6, it follows

Eq ating Eqns. 8.4 and 8.8, therefore

[L]p[I] + [pLJ[I]

Fr m Fig. 5.1 J it can be noticed that:

[Irec] = [il i2 is 0 0 O]t

[IFLJ = [ifU ifR.2 ifR.3 0 0 O]t

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10
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i
f9,l

= i
f9, 1

+ i
f9, 1

+ i
f9, 1

5
'

7 11

ifR,2 =

iHS2 + i
f9, 2

+ i
7 H112

Substituting Eqn. 8.10 in Eqn. 8.9, therefore

A
J

[L]p[I] + [pL][I]

[VAA] + [!1:+R][I] - [!1:][Irec] - [!1:][IFL] - [�]p[IrecJ

[ LE ]p [ I FL] - IpL ]I I] = [L- LE ] p [ I ]

[Lm]p{I] = [VAR] + [Rm][I] - [!1:][Irec] - [!1:][IFL] ..

[LE]p[Irec] - [LE]p[IFL] - [pL][I] 8.11

the machine current derivatives can be obtained from

following relations:
..

._.j---� £

1'[1] �i[L ]=i[�A--R---]]+r[L r1[R ][I]\_([L rl[�E][���IF"L]�J-.... ..... ,---m:.__�__ �_ m � �__

rec /
""'_'_'�',,_.'__ '

..... � .. ,."
·_·

.h__
-- ___

-[1.. ]-l[LE]P[I +IFL] - i!.[L ]-l[pL] [;;--J 8.12
m rec \ m

,-----".,""'_,,_--

[L ] is the modified inductance matrix having the same elements

as the L matrix de fined be fore except for the following:

L = -L - L - L cos 26
m1,1 aao e aa2

L = -L - L - L cos 2 (6-120)m2,2 aao e aa2

L = -L - L - L cos 2 (6-240)m3,3 aao e aa2

[R ] = diag [R +R R +R R +R -Rfd -\d -\qJm a e a e a e
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Calculate the DC out-currents, the fi 1 ters currents

put current and voltageand the voltages across the
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Calculate the transmission
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Per Unit System of the Ac/DC SystemA

Base values:

It is a common practice to choose the rated current and the

phase voltage (rms values) of the AC system to be the AC currertt

base values for the steady-st�te operation respectively.

I such a case, Ac/DC converters can be treated as voltage and

f transformers and the base values50 of the DC side variables

As the problem in this thesis is of a transient nature and the

c n be defined according to their relation with the AC side variables.

is obtained in instantaneous values, it is rather preferred

use the maximum values of the current and phase voltage than their

square values as base values of the AC side. For the DC

converter valves can be looked at as switches. This means

at the instantaneous AC line voltage will appear at the bridge DC

rminals as instantaneous DC voltage. Also, the instantaneous DC

will be the same as the instantaneous AC currertt. For this

the base values of the DC side can be chosen the same as

e base values of the AC side. If I and V are considered to be
n n

e rated current and the rated phase voltage of the AC side

r spectively, the base values for the different parameters are as

(i) The base value for all AC and DC voltages is the amplitude

llows:

the AC side phase voltage. Hence:

V
ACb

= V
DCb

= 12 V
n

8.13

(ii) The base value for all AO and DC currents is the amplitude

o the AC side phase current. Hence:

8.14
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(iii) The base value of the power is:

8.15

This is the base for all active and reactive power and for the kVA.

It is also the base for the DC power.

D sides

Zb
(v)

sides

Lb
(vi)

(i,,) The base value of the impedance for both the AC and the

is:
V

= � 8.16
I
n

The base value of the inductance for both the AC and the

is:

Zb
=

27Tf

The base value of the capacitance for both the AC and the

8.17

sides is:

1
=---

21TfZo
8.18

Normalized equation of the AC power

The instantaneous AC power in absolute quantities is given by:

8.19PAC = vIiI + v2i2 + v3i3
T erefore, for a base power Pb ::a 3V.I ,it follows:

n n

vlil+V2i2+V3i3
3
2" VACbIACb

P = l(v. i + v i + "3 . i3 ) 8.20
ACp.u. 3 lp.u. lp.u. 2p.u. 2p.u. p.u. p.u.

Normalized equation of the DC power

The instantaneous PC power is given by the following equation;

8.21PDC =

vDC iDC
ince the base power Pb is the same for both the AC and DC sides and
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is given by:

th normalized equation of the DC power can be written as follows:

= 3V I
n n

VDC iDC vDC iDC
p = ------- = ---------

DCp.u. 3V I 3
V In n 2 DCb DCb

= � (V i . )3 DCp.u�· DCp.u.
8.22
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